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SlOTtARY
The thesis is divided into three parts* Xn the 
first part# a general survey of the tvo*nucleon problem 
is given# with particular attention paid to those aspects 
which impinge directly on the photodisintegration of the 
deuteron*
In the second part# we consider the conventional 
theory of deuteron photodisintegration# with the radiative 
interaction being taken as given on the basis of the 
gauge invariance of the non*relativistlc Hamiltonian 
for the two-nucleon system* Differential cross-section 
and polarization formulae are presented# and a discussion 
given of previous calculations in this field# New 
calculations are carried out using the Gammel«>Tha 1er 
type Y*L*A.H* phase parameters obtained in the analysis 
of Breit et al#
The transitions considered are
1# Electric dipole ^
2# Magnetic dipole spin-flip 
3# Electric quadrupole
4. Magnetic quadrupole spin-flip
3 3 3 3 *The coupling is included# but the and
3 3 coupling neglected# Wherever possible#
phenomenological wave-functions are used # and where this 
is not feasible# they are calculated from a suitable 
Gazoznel-Thaler potential. Differential cross-sections 
and polarizations are obtained for photon laboratory 
energies up to 130 MeV# the calculations being carried 
out both for a 4^ and 6^ deuteron D-state probability. 
Finally the results obtained are compared and contrasted 
with those of previous calculations# and both sots 
compared with oxperiments.
Xn the third part of the thesis # the calculation 
of the matrix element for deuteron photodisintegration 
by dispersion relations is considered. There are twelve 
invariant amplitudes. The covariant form of the transition 
amplitude is related to the non-covariant (Pauli-raatrix) 
form, which is further related to the individual multipolo 
transition amplitudes. The Born terms of the covariant 
amplitudes are derived# and the dispersion relations 
written down in energy for a fixed difference in the 
photon-proton and photon-neutron momentum transfers.
Xt is necessary to use this rather than a fixed momentum 
transfer# in order to exhibit explicitly all the poles 
in the dispersion relations.
The dispersion relations contain integrals over
both positive and negative energies# the latter arising 
from the crossed diagrams for which the imaginary part 
of the amplitude is related to processes such as the 
radiative absorption of an anti-nucleon by a deuteron# 
and to the otructuro of the deuteron through the anomalous 
singularities of the d-np vertex. These complications 
are ignored# and we retain only the pole terras and the 
integrals over positive energies.
The relations are restricted to dipole and quadrupole 
transitions# end by considering the relations at two 
different **nomenturn transfers**# equations arc obtained 
explicitly for the individual electric dipole and magnetic 
dipole spin flip transition amplitudes. The equations 
are solved in a low energy approximation in which the 
final state n-p rescattering cut and single pion exchange 
cut only are considered# for the two cases of the Y.L.A.M. 
and Signe11-Marshak phase-pararaeters• The results 
obtained are compared with those obtained in part two 
of the thesis.
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1. Introduction.
The two nucleon problem dates from tlie discovery of 
the neutron by Chadwick in 1932# the existence of the 
proton already having been established by Rutherford in 
1919, The fundamental problem is to determine the 
interaction between two nucleons. Qualitatively this 
interaction is known to be strong and of short range# 
giving the two-nucleon system a characteristically simple 
spectrum. Neither the proton-proton system nor the 
neutron-neutron system has a bound state# the only bound 
state occurring in the neutron-proton system (the deuteron 
ground state).
Information about the nature of nucleon forces may be 
obtained in two ways. The first is by investigation of 
the direct interaction between two nucleons by means of 
scattering experiments# the properties of the bound state, 
and transitions between the bound and continuum states.
The second is by the study of the properties of complex 
nuclei.
The latter cannot give any quantitative information 
on the nucleon-nucleon interaction# but can give useful 
qualitative information. The approximately linear
— 2 —
dependence of nuclear binding energies on the number of 
particles in the nucleus indicates that the nuclear forces 
must be of short range - certainly less than the size of 
any but the lightest nuclei. The equality between the 
number of protons and neutrons in light nuclei can be 
Interpreted as showing the existence of a strong attractive 
force between a neutron and a proton# which conclusion is 
supported by the stability of the deuteron. For the same 
reason one can conclude that# neglecting electrostatic 
repulsion# the proton-proton force must be very nearly 
equal to the neutron-neutron force. The behaviour of 
minor nuclei (isobars with a neutron excess of -1 ) further 
substantiates this conclusion. Xt can also be concluded 
that the neutron-proton force is of the same strength as 
the neutron-ncutron and proton-proton forces from the study 
of such isobario triads as Be^^# and
which exhibit behaviour analogous to that of mirror nuclei. 
This apparent equality of the nucleon-nucleon forces leads 
one to the hypothesis of charge independence of nuclear 
forces.
For more quantitative information about the nuclear 
forces it is necessary to investigate the nucloon-nucleon 
interaction directly. Generally speaking# the scattering
•r 3 •
of two particles la the simplest way of obtaining data 
on their interaction# and the nucleon-nucleon system is 
no exception* Other fruitful sources of information 
about the two-nucleon system are its electrcmagnetio 
intoractions# of which the photodisintegration of the 
deuteron is a most promising phenomenon.
Xn this first part of the thesis, the general theory 
of the two-nucleon interaction is developed, and applied 
to the scattering and bound state problems# particular 
attention being paid to those aspects which are relevant 
to the photodisintegration of the deuteron*
— 4 —
2* The Nucleon-Nucleon Interaction.
The general form of this interaction may be deter­
mined readily from the general invariance prinoiplee of 
non-relativietio quantum mechanics and the principle of 
charge independence# which require the potential to be 
of the form
V (% ) = V , éri ^  ff '* ’  V j W  S .a . +  V u l'ii  U -  %
pyi: * Scr'^ i: (2.1)
Vjt-,) = y/(-o f
where f''' ( i. the spin (isotoplo spin) operator of
the i-th nucleon, 5,^ = ^---Is the tensor
operator. 6 = i (?“*■»■ s**’) and i-= -S») »• f * h e
orbital angular momentum.
The problem is now to determine the form of the 
functions • Historically# two methods of attacking
the problem have been available - the meson theoretic 
treatment and the purely phenomenological approach.
Xn the former# a one-component pseudo-scalar field 
variable (f(^ ) is taken to describe the meson field# and 
is assumed to satisfy the Lorentz invariant equation
= O (2.2)
where
U  - ^  9 ^  J V  aa*- (2 0 )
- 5 -
The field equation may be derived by the usual 
variational principle from the Lorentz invariant 
Lagrangian
(2.4a)
(2.4b)
for a real field (corresponding to neutral mesons)
for a complex field (corresponding to charged mesons)*
The interaction of the mesons with the nucleons 
may be obtained by constructing a Lorentz invariant term U* 
from (|^ (^ ) and # the spinor field variable # which
satisfies a Dirac equation of the form
2±
^ 5**-
derivable from tho Lagrangian
The two simplest forms for are the pseudo-
scalar-pseudoscalar (ps-ps) coupling
^  éo real field
(2.7)
7 ' complex field
‘ ^  f t -  ^  (2 .5)
- 6 -
and the pseudoeoalar-psendoveetor (p8»pv) coupling
^ " \
real field
(2.8)
complex field
The (pe-pe) and (pa-pv) coupling constants ^ and-f 
are real, and have the dimensions of an electric charge.
Equations (2.4), (2.7) and (2.8) may be simplified 
considerably by introducing isotopic spin and assuming 
a symmetrio meson theory. For the latter we introduce 
two real fields ^  and by
^ = ^ ( i -•<!>*) . 4 *  ^ C 4 ,  (2.9)
and replace by another neutral field • interacting
with the nucleon field by
3  ^ 4i (2.10)
for the (ps-ps) case, and similarly for the (ps-pv) ease*
The symmetrical meson-fleld Lagrangian is then given
(2.11)
and the interaction Lagrangian by
iJ - - ^  'ISs (A'A) (2.12a
- 7 -
or
^'Sr'Vr. '^ (2.12b)
Starting from the Lagrangians (2*6), (2.11) and 
(2.12), and following the usual prescription, the 
Hamiltonian is given by W' where
H =  V<^'i^2.13a)
M ^  ( A - A )  (2.13b)
or
s ^  ^  Y, iF ^  Ÿ" Y, 7% ; (2.13c)
- i ‘ÿ-lTr-Î.V.'f')*
rz; being the momentum canonically conjugate to
On the basis of this Hamiltonian, several papers 
were published on the properties of nuclear
systems due to pion exchange between the nucleons, in 
which use was made of perturbation expansions in the 
coupling constant, as well as applying the static 
approximation in which nucleon recoil was neglected.
The resulting potential has a strong singularity at the 
origin, which is aggravated by including higher order 
terms in the expansion. Since tlie Schrodinger equation
w 8 —
Is insoluble for such a potential, the interaction at
small distances was replaced by a phenomenologioal
repulsive hard core which sufficed to fit moot of
the low energy scattering data, treating the depths and
widths of the repulsive core in the singlet and triplet
states as adjustable parameters.
Following on this, the success of the Chew-Low
cut-off theory in explaining pion-nucleon scattering
(5)
and photo-pion production led S. Gartenhaus ' ' to 
derive the corresponding static two-nucleon potential.
Using the non-relativistio p-wave extended source 
Hamiltonian with cut-off,
U =  ^  \ < ^  p t l - n S )  ^  4 ,<r} (2.14)
the second and fourth order terms were calculated using 
non-relativistic perturbation theory. The resulting 
potentials give a good fit to all the low energy data, 
but not to the data at high energies;
In the static limit, any potential obtained is 
necessarily velocity independent. To improve the high 
energy results, P.S. Signell and R.B. Marshak added 
to the Gartenhaus potential a velocity dependent
- 9 -
potential of the spin*orbit type
V o  = [  -fiO f Ph f j  L- ^  (2.15)
where 1 ■('*>. fiiWj are arbitrary functions, and la
th© lïeisenborg exohanga operator. Since the spin-orbit 
potential vanishes in S-statos, the predictions of the 
Gartenhaus potential are essentially unchanged if the 
spin-orbit force is chosen to be of sufficiently short 
range to bo masked by the centrifugal barrier for the 
deuteron D—state. The resulting potential gives a good 
fit with exporinent up to 200 HoV laboratory scattering 
energy# and qualitative agreement up to 3IO MeV.
(7)At the same time J. Gammel and H. Thaler  ^ ' made an 
extensive computing-machine search for a phenomenological 
potential, starting from the phaso-shift analysis of
II.P. Stapp et al.^^^. They looked for Yukawa shaped 
potontials consisting of central, tensor and spin-orbit 
terms. The phenomenological potentials so obtained are 
very similar in form to the Signe11-Marshak potentials, 
differing mainly in the shape and depth of the central 
cores. The agreement with experimental data is similar 
to that of Signell and Marshak.
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Recently Bryan and Hammada have succeeded
in obtaining reasonable agreement with the data up to 
310 HeV with models having the one-pion exchange 
potential tail and a spin-orbit term whose range is 
compatible with meson theory. This, however, is at the 
expense of considerable complication in the inner regions 
of the potential, and Uammada also includes a quadratic 
3 interaction in the singlet state#
It is thus generally accepted that the nucleon- 
nucleon interaction is given asymptotically correctly by 
the one-pion exchange contribution, but the inner regions 
of tho potential, which arise from multi-pion intermediate 
states and from intermediate states with particles more 
massive than the pion, must as yet bo obtained purely 
phenomenologioally.
— IX -
3* The Scattering: State#
In this section, we follow the argument given 
initially by J#H. Blatt and L.C# Biedenham^^^^ #
In the centre of nonentun ayetern, the two-nucleon 
Schrodinger equation reduces to
~~ VM) I = £ V'^ orj (3.1)
In the ecatterlns problem, a solutioa of (3.1) 1»
required which has the asymptotic form
1 (3.2)
where |L*^ » ^  t
The orbital angular momentum eigenfunctions are the 
normalized spherical harmonics, which we denote by
, I f A* d
i aI.Ii /j (3.3)) i>rzCL*M)l 2'' 1 ! (Mcn9)
Then denoting the spin eigenfnnotlons by the
eigenfunctions ^ pertaining to eigenvalues %  and% %
and quantum number L  t are given by
f  (3.4)
— X2 —
where L = 3 T or Î-I and the numericaX eoefflcienta
are the ueuaX GXebsch-Gordon coefficients. 
The eigenfunctions belonging to the eigen­
values and parity (-1)** can be written in terms
of the $  , as
Tfcxj= «ac'w
X = o 1- » S-*
The incident plane-wave -e may be similarly
expanded as
^  — <sr5- Jhrt- fait-/)
*- « o
(3*5)
(3.6)
where a spin function has been inserted# and S l.^^ is 
the spherical Bessel function
(3.7)
The eigenvalue %  % in (3*5) must equal 3  ^  in 
(3*6) since it is a constant of the motion.
It is convenient to expand (3#6) analogously to (3*5)t 
which may be done by noting that
T
Y ,  (9'^ ) * «=:=£_ ^ 3  î.t» (3.8)
3 t L-l
- 13 -
whence
% ^ - ~  ^  ^  Kou..,) (3.9)
which behavee asymptotically as
-e‘^ *’% *T T Z rr  ^  jArrfit^O ,*■ $  -)^3.10)• ^  X-o L-fcS-i ^  S^,to»t.i.
The case with L » J is the simplest to treat, since 
this state is itself an eigenstate* (The singlet 
scattering state is similar to this case). For 
convenience, denote the three radial wave-functions 
by ^ ^(*3 for h « J-l,:^j4l respectively.
Asymptotically behaves as a force-free solution,
and its most general asymptotic form is given by a linear 
combination of an incoming and an outgoing wave
^-c (3#ll)a /y- » OÛ
The relative value of the outgoing amplitude B to 
the incoming amplitude A is given in terms of the 
scattering matrix S by
B B S A (3.12)
Since in pure elastic scattering, the flux of the 
outgoing wave must equal that of the incoming wave, /s/***» 1
- 3.4 -
anâ hence S can be written in the form
5 =  (3-U)
where the real quantity 5^ ^  1» the phase-shlft for 
the partial wave J « L. By substituting (3.13) and (3.12) 
into (3.10) one gets
O-.0T3 ------- ^ P  jc. dUL ( f ^ (3*l4)
Because of the tensor force, the two cases h » J-1,
L a J+1 are mixed and correspondingly there are two radial 
wave-funotionse Asymptotically, each radial wave-function 
is a linear superposition of an incoming and an outgoing 
wave i.Oe
_ I (3.13)
The scattering matrix is now a (2x2) matrix such that
Q » SA (3.16a)
with
B
According to general theorems, the S-matrix must he 
unitary ( S^5 * l) and s y m m e t r i c •* . It can be shown
— 13 —
that the most general (2x2) matrix satisfying these 
conditions contains throe independent parameters, and 
is of the form
ZiC9
5 = W ' £  ^  (3.17)
where U  is an orthogonal matrix depending on only one 
real parameter ^i
( -1^., « . J
and Zh is a diagonal matrix with real elements
/  ) (3.19)
V 0 /
From (3.18) and (3 .19) the two eigenstates of P
and n of ^  corresponding to eigenvalues -e /jS
are obtained as
and tho outgoing amplitudes are given respectively by
(3.21)J ' A » '
Substituting (3*20) and (3#2l) into (3*15) we get
------ > — iv A *  a * • i, (y-’i)n •t'Szy)At — ^  0«
_ / 14,^ - / . (3.22a)
----------- *. -  Ji; € s ^ {
At -®0
— 16 —
and
^ *^^ 3^ A C 1^ '*1 Cr*!) 22b)
*^3)^W) " ^ ‘"^ * "& C/fiv - i^TtO'^ f f 3,\ ^
We can thus construct the wave-funotiens
’/'t.S,.>S -' ( g  2 ^ )
and correspondingly
'‘^3.5,0^  ^3,St,r (3*24)
The phase shifts Scs^ and the mixing parameter 
are uniquely determined by the requirement that the 
radial wave-functions vanish with the origin.
In view of (3.23) and (3*24) wo con write as
(3.23)^ C 'X } = 3 )
¥e must finally remove the ambiguity that there 
are two eigenstates of the scattering matrix, but so far 
no prescription has been given for calling one of them 
an ' state and the other a *0* state. Xn the limit 
of the collision energy going to zero, the difference 
in the centrifugal bax*rior effects for L «» J-1 and 
L a  Jfl is so large that these states become eigenstates
— 17
i.e. tends to 0 or We define the aeeignmente
and *0 * so that In the limit the a-vave corresponde 
to the state L » J-1 and the 0-wave to the state X# « J^l 
I.e. we require
JL ^  €3 = 0 (all J) (3.26)
f —  ^o
Explicit expressions for tho amplitudes X may be 
obtained by requiring the asymptotio form of (3*25) to 
bo of the form of (3*1) t by substituting (3*23) and (3*24) 
for (3.23) in (3.1) and using (3*9) together with the 
Identity
^ (3 .27)
The resulting expressions for -fs^ (&./flj)und the 
differential croae-section
^ ' <3-28)
are complicated (l^#13#l^)^ and we do not give them 
here.
— 18 —
4* Polarization In Nucleon-Nucleon Scattering,
The theory of polarization and triple scattering has 
been given by L, Volfenstoin and J, Ashkin and by
L. Wolfenateln .
The scattering is described by a matrix in spin
space, defined by
■f,(0>4) =  '’i (4.1)
where the are the amplitudes of the various spin-states 
in the inoident plane wave, and the are the
scattering amplitudes for these states. The M . . are
(8 )functions of the phase-shifts and coupling parameters ^
The polarization and triple scattering data are given in 
terms of four parameters P, D, R and A, which may be 
related directly to the and hence to the phase-shlfts 
and coupling parameters #
To describe the geometry of a multiple scattering 
experiment, define for each scattering a unit vector
u - i ’l
where are unit vectors in the inoident and
outgoing directions respectively.
(4.2)
- 19 -
Xn the first scattering# an unpolarized beam hits 
an unpolarized target. The polarization of the scattered 
nucleon beam is given by
To - P'Ht (4*3)
where X® is the differential scattering cross-section 
for an unpolarized beam.
In the second scattering# we are interested in the 
differential scattering cross-section X for a nucleon 
beam with polarization incident on an unpolarized
target. Xn this case it can be shown that
^ (4.4)
where is the differential oross-section for an
unpolarized beam and ^  is the contribution to the
cross-section of the initial polarization. Xn general# 
it can be shown that
J’a. ' Tc. A - î *  -!!, (4.5)
whence
It * (4.6)
Xf double scattering only is being considered# a 
left-right asymmetry is measured relative to OÜ2 . This
- 20 -
asymmetry Is defined by
JjL-)
£ - —  — (4,7)
where T^~-> refers to eoettering such that is 
parallel to "t ' i f  « Proa equation (4.6) we have 
Immediately
€ = P.PjL. (4.8)
In the third scattering# a left-right asymmetry 
io measured relative to the direction d ^  in this
case, two directions suffice to specify the polarisation.
It is usual to consider the two cases when ^3 is parallel 
to oîi and when is parallel to s # where
&  ^  ('Î.X k o  (4.9)
Then it can bo shown that 
Tj . 'iv = T o k  7*1 ^  (4.10a)
Tj<r'>,. 5 = (4.10b)
Here P, " h .f ljP - are arbitrary functions of k x ,  k * 1**' of
the scattering angle 6
Defining the asymmetries in triple scattering
we have
f ^  P, Pa, d  i T , P-L Ot0(j> (4.12b)
_ (4.12a)
— 21 —
5* The Bound State.
Xn the centre of momentum system# the Schrodlnger 
equation is
^   ^ tij (5#i)
where Z is the binding energy of the deuteron. From the 
considerations of section 2, it is sufficient to consider 
the potential in the bound state to be of the form
V(%) = Vc(r3 (5*2)
whore V<(^ > and are respectively the central and
tensor forces*
Analogously to equation (3*5)# the wave-funetion 
may be expanded as
(5.3)
where the radial tfave-functions satisfy the
coupled equations
— —  -  [ u  t  — -^TeisojUtlv  ^ o  (5.4)
OJi ^
where «*2 ^ =- - ^  4jTj et) = - V^ -(v; mand
^  ^ < î„... 3  <5-’)
Since the deuteron ground state is known from 
experimental evidence to be a ) state we
— 22 —
can write
^ (5.6)
Retaining only the ^5^ and Z^), states # the 
coupled equations (5*4) reduce to
" 2.^  *“ t- ^ Ccf (V) = o
(3.7)
How note that
^ , 3». = vT? (5.8)
which may be obtained readily by noting that# since 
conserves parity and total angular momentum# 5,%^ 
operating on can lead only to a linear combination
of #.3,e a««* 3\s.z I'O'
*  <• <’■’ >
Since S«jl vanishes when averaged over the direction 
of ^  # and since in (5.9) S,^, acts on a function which is 
independent of /y (L a O)# the resultant cannot bo a 
spherically symmetric state. Hence a « 0. b can now be 
evaluated by taking a special case# say ^ c f and OT
in the %- direction. The calculation is straightforward 
and gives (5#8) immediately.
— 23 —
Thus we can write (5#6) ae
+ 1% (5,10)
" r ^ 7 fd^<S'4r.\U 4 ‘n .
Equation (5*iO) is the most useful form of the 
deuteron wave-fune tion for practical purposes.
The normalization of uvro and tu is such that
^ ■4" — f (5.11)
From equation (5*7) one can deduce that and («j(,r>
must have the asymptotic forms
up. -f i
u k  , a  . a. \ <’•“ >
itrcvj .C .e ( f ^ ou (^j* J
If we introduce the coupling constant , we may
write
UL(^ij c a/ j lu (*«5 « f/ lo^ Cri) (3*^3)
where and have the asymptotic forms
-•Ov
u&Wj —  » c#» jZ
^ ^  .0^  r 1 ^  ^  7 <5.14)
^  ^  -8 i, 0*1
The exact form of the functions is, of
course, dependent on the potential chosen to act in the 
bound state. However since the deuteron is a loosely
— 24 —
bound systen# reasonable phenoaenologioaX deuteron 
wave-Tunctions may be constructed by assuming suitable 
functional forms containing several parameters and 
adjusting these to fit the existing empirical information 
on the neutron-proton system. This is discussed for a 
particular functional form in Appendix
- 25 -
6 . The Deuteron Mafinetlo Moment and Electric Quadrupole 
Moment,
Heglocting rolativistio oorroctiona, the magnetic 
dipole moment of the deuteron ie the expectation value 
of the operator
a.xA ^  (6.1)
where and are respectively the proton and neutron
magnetic moments in units of nuclear Bohr magnetons. Equation
(6.1) may be written as
* ^ (6.2)
i (XV * X?)* i Y'v)
r A*»a
where we have introdueod the relative co-ordinates yg by
<î-= , OTv = -  , A.- ^=- A*
(^•3)
AV»; = i YP ^
The terms containing the factors ^ and
% fg"*- vanish idontically when tho expectation value of
(6.2) is taken, since the deuteron ground state is an 
isotopic spin singlet and a spin triplet. Introducing the 
orbital angular momentum operator ^  ^  and the
total angular momentum X “ ^ we can write
%  = 5. - 3^ t (6.4)
— 2Ô —
where the neutron-proton mass difference has been neglected.
On taking the expectation value of (6.4), in a state 
of a given % ^  the only non-vanishing component of ^  
is • Then the expectation value of in the substate 
belonging to the quantum number 1 % is
 ^ C i ) f ^ 3  % (6*5)
'o
The coefficient of 3:^  in (6.5) is usually called the 
deuteron magnetic moment. The integral occurring in (6.5) 
is simply the D-state probability, which we denote by 
Thus
"^3 = ^ ( X  *■'S'K-i') (6.6)
At first sight, it would appear from equation (6.6) 
that the measurement of would allow the unique determin­
ation of 7^^ . This, however, is not so, since differs 
only very slightly from and one can only conclude
that lies in the range 0.039 ^ < 0 .07^^^^»
Tho electric quadrupole moment of the deutoron is 
given by the expectation value of the operator
A  ^ ckjl (^*7)
where is the charge density of tho deuteron. Rutting
 ^ the expectation value of (6,7) ie
= < ( 4^# (=5,,,.- »u- (6.8)
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where le an eigenfunction belonging to the quantum
numbers
fl7)By a group theoretical argument ' ' it can be shown
that
-- (6.9)
where ^  is a constant, which may be determined by taking 
a special matrix element between two top states e.g.
“i <^ Iî) 61,.^/ SX> = * cifxx-/) (6.10)
Thus
«,» I I -f* 3-/ii.'>(«.u)
where we have defined
<a = S3 / », It -s > - f - v) 4 ^  cU (6.12)
Q is conventionally called the deuteron quadrupole moment. 
Substituting equation (3«10) for in equation (6.12) it 
is easily shown that
Q^S. %, { 'T*-(uio- oUr (6.13)
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7* Scattering Length and Effective Range.
At very low scattering energies, all the mixing 
parameters and phase-shifts may be neglected except 
since this id the only one which is related to an S-state* 
Then the total triplet cross-section is given by
ffV = -JZ (7.1)
and the differential crosa-seotion by
' 4.. (7.2)
dis^  ^
Experimentally, the differential oross-section is 
found to be very nearly isotropic, which shows E, to be 
very small.
The usual way to analyse tho low energy data is to 
employ the approximation
l > t^S =- ?  (7.3)
where the two constants a and are called the 
scattering length and effective range respectively* The
theory was first developed by J • Schwinger and later by
by 
(20)
J.M. Blatt and J.D, Jackaon II.A. Bethe and
by LeC, Dicdonham and J.M. Dlatt
— 29 •
Denote the *a* wave-functions at energies f, and f ^ 
by (wjL, LtLL,^  and ^ r e s p e c t i v e l y .  Then it can 
be shown as a direct consequence of the Schrodinger 
equations satisfied by these wave-functions that
-Mi, <c,.^  (7.4)
How introduce the forco-froo solutions with
normalization
^ —4 #d.
U1
V ----- fc- c<rsé
^ ^  (7.5)
where and £ are the a-wave phase-shift and the mixing 
parameter belonging to J « l* respectively. The complete 
expressions for and are
E (&v C  ^ ^
. (7.6)
Ui,» = &XL. t ScL I >^-> “
where ie the epherleal Bessel function
i/") ® (7.7a)
and is regular at x = 0 , and /V\£<xj is the spherical 
Neumann function
»
= C-0 (7.7b)
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and Is irregular at x » O#
Because of the irregularity of at the origin, u^o
as defined by (7*6) diverges at /r - o , and the free 
solutions are thus inconvenient for tho present purpose. 
Therefore we define modified asymptotic functions OJ, iua 
which are finite at -o and approach 
asymptotically*
% &AL* (7«8)
Û5.L = “At® - a
which can be shown to satisfy the differential equations
£ £ - ^ ■ 3 -   ^ (7.9)
A'3 «>*■ = "
Then utilizing (7*9) we can show that ^ - 0-, I
oLf du dtt ^
+ kjJLi (7#10)
where and Ex are the mixing parameters at energies Ei 
and Bx respectively*
Integrating (7*4) and (7*11) and subtracting, we 
obtain after some trivial algebra ^
CryCffti) ^  Ce^  ^ UjiAv
(7.1i)
- tXjL, - UJJL, COJ.X ^
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Remembering that ( — » o as the energy tends to zero, 
and defining the triplet scattering length ore hy
l_l> - -  at (7.12)
P*’—■> O
wo get from (7.II) on letting -- » o
' *
where the subscript ’I* has been dropped and *0* inserted 
to denote the zero-energy wave-functions*
How note that Ct, QI differ from u, co only inside 
the nucloar force range. Thus the main contribution to 
the integral in (7*13) comes from the inside region where, 
for low energies, the potential energy is numerically much 
larger than the kinetic energy. Thus we can assume the 
integral to be energy independent and obtain the 
approximation
/> SjL it + Â  h  (7.14)
oo
H  I (7.15)
noting that, by definition, Lo-^ o ^  ^
In order to derive a relationship between the 
scattering length and effective range as defined above, 
and the deuteron parameters, we start with the coupled
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equations (5 *7) satisfied by the deuteron wave-functions 
(5*14). Analogously to (7.8) the asymptotic functions 
are defined by
—«ÎAr
_ V , 3 ^ a \ i  7 (7*^6)
We may then proceed exactly as in the scattering case 
to obtain
i  ^ (7.17)
with ^
r I r*“ T (7-18)
yct
AT^  is called the deuteron effective range.
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8. Piapersion Helationa for Kuol.eon-Kucleon Scattering#
In view of the success of dispersion relations in 
describing the pion-nuoleon interaction , it was
natural to apply dispersion relations to nucleon-nucleon 
scattering. This was done in the first instance by M.L. 
Goldberger et a l . and independently by S. Matsuyama ,
for fixed momentum transfer and in particular for forward 
scattering.
Matsuyama starts with the relativistic relation with 
one subtraction, but neglects entirely tho non-physical 
spoctrun (relating to the nucleon-anti-nucloon system) 
except for the single-pion pole, and also neglects the 
high-energy part of the physical spectrum. An attempt is 
made to dotomine the pion-nucleon coupling constant from 
triplet scattering, but the result obtained is about twice 
the generally accepted value. This is not really surprising, 
however, since the neglected two-pion contributions in the 
non-physical spectrum are of considerable importance in 
S-wave scattering.
On the other hand, Goldberger et al. retain the two 
pion terra which is evaluated in perturbation theory. The 
pion-nucleon coupling constant found is in satisfactory
^^agreeiaent with f » 0.08.
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The dispersion reXationa obtained in the non- 
reXativistic limit are similar to those for non-relativietie 
potential scattering (24,25i26)^ and in the low energy 
S-wave region considered, it is found that the usual 
effective range formula (equation (7*3)) ie consistent 
with the dispersion relations.
Doth these treatments suffer from the fact that even 
for forward scattering, there is a large unphysical region 
of the nucleon-nucleon scattering cut in which the angular 
momentum eigenstate expansion is not necessarily convergent.
Following on the general representation for the
(27 )scattering amplitude proposed by S* l^iandelstam ' M*
Cini et a l . developed dispersion relations for nucleon- 
nucleon scattoring in which the scattering angle is kept 
constant. These relations have the advantage as opposed to 
the earlier ones of not involving any unphysical region of 
nucleon-nucleon scattering, the whole non-physical 
contribution coming from nucleon-anti-nucleon scattering.
On the basis of those diaporsion relations, an extrapolation 
procedure is developed which is in close analogy to the 
effective range approximation, and which loads to a 
determination of the pion-nucleon coupling constant. The 
result obtained ( ^ « 0.11 - 0.02) is in reasonable agreement 
with the generally accepted value.
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An essentially equivalent treatment of the effective 
range approximation was made by H.P* Hoyee and 0.Y. Wong^^^^i 
employing the H/D method proposed in a different context 
by G.F. Chow and S. Mandelstam .
( 31 )Xn a series of papers, D. Amati et al.  ^ developed
the theory for partial wave amplitudes based on the Cini- 
( 32 iPubini ' method of solution of the Mandelstam represent­
ation. Essentially all the singularities of the amplitudes 
for values of the variables lying near their physical region, 
are treated taking full advantage of the symmetry of the 
Mandelstam representation. The spectral functions are 
calculated using unitarity, in both the nucleon and anti- 
nucloon channols. In the latter case, the two-pion 
contribution is retained, but throe-pion and higher neglected* 
Integral equations for the partial wave amplitudes are 
obtainedt and the method of solution described.
H.P. Noyes has obtained integral equations of the
sane form, starting from tho analytic structure of partial 
waves predicted by the Mandelstam representation using the 
N/D method. Relativistic foinulae are derived for the 
energy dependence of the phase-shifts for nucleon-nucleon 
scattering, neglecting inelastic processes. The contribution 
of the one-pion exchange to the absorptive part of the 
amplitude is exhibited explicitly and the method of inclusion
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of the two-pion exchange indicated. Thé formulae may be
generalised to include phenomenological constants to
represent the contributions from multi-pion and other
particle exchangee. The dependence of the phase-shifts
on these parameters is sufficiently simple for it to bo
applied to fitting experimental data. This programme is
( i4 )at present being carried out by 11.P. Stapp et al. ' '
The complete discussion of low energy nucleon-nucleon 
scattering from the standpoint of double dispersion 
relations is given by M.L. Goldberger et a l . The 
analytic structure of the partial wave amplitudes is 
completely analysed, and a set of dynamical equations 
generated by use of the unitarity condition is obtained. 
Only one- and two-pion exchanges are considered, but it 
is felt that this should be sufficient for energies up to 
170 MeV. Methods of solution are given, but no explicit 
calculation is carried out.
Ue can conclude that although, as yet, dispersion 
relations have produced no information not derivable from 
a semi-phenomenological potential, they are on a much more 
secure fundamental basis, and appear capable of giving a 
complete and unique description of the nucleon-nucleon 
scattering system.
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9# The Phase-Shlft Analysis#
Xn view of the difficulties and ambiguities 
encountered in explaining the nucleon-nucleon interaction 
in the standard field-theoretical and potential-model 
calculations, it is necessary to obtain as much information 
as possible from a direct analysis of the experimental data# 
Tho standard method of extracting information from the 
results of scattering experiments is to find sets of 
phase-shifts which reproduce the experimental data. Xn 
the nucleon-nucleon scattering problem, the data used 
consists of the differential cross-section and the 
polarization and triple scattering parameters P, D, H and A# 
The first direct determination of the nucleon-nucleon 
scattering matrix using the above data was carried out by 
H.P. Stapp ot al.^^^ at a scattoring energy of 310 MeV.
This was only partially successful in that eight distinct 
phase-shift solutions were found, although theory indicated 
three of these to be incompatible with the final state 
interaction in the process ^ / # More recently
11. J. Mora VC a ik showed that the one-pion exchange
contribution (which is exactly calculable) can be expected 
to dominate the scattering in the higher angular momentum 
states. This allowed the ambiguity to be further reduced to
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two physically distinct phase-shift solutions ,
Very similar solutions are found at 210 MeV 
at which energy large angle measurements of A indicate 
that one of the two remaining solutions is spurious ,
leaving as the most probable solution that of Stapp No.l, 
Tho close similarity between the phase-shift sets at 
210 MoV and 310 MoV make it reasonable to assume that at 
310 HeV the Stapp Ho.l solution is also the most probable# 
At lower energies the position is not nearly so clear* 
There is certainly more than one way to fit the existing 
data, although the fact that no potential model so far 
proposed is compatible with a negative phase shift at
98 MeV indicates a unique solution at that energy (4l#42)^ 
which is reasonable when compared to those at 210 and 3^0 
MoV, At 68 MeV, to obtain a unique solution, it is 
necessary to impose the restriction that Ca be negative. 
These unique solutions are given in Table 2.
At energios below 68 MoV tho situation is even more 
confused, due largely to the lack of triple scattering 
data. Polarization is small, and the double scattering 
experiments have been used only to show the necessity of 
including the ^ coupling at 40 MoV . Higher
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partial waves are small, so the Incluaion of the one plon 
exchange contribution is of no assistance*
In an attempt to obtain a unique solution at all 
energies up to 380 MoV, H.P. Stapp ot have
initiated an analysis based on expressing cot S as an 
analytic function of energy. Their object is to use 
functional forms incorporating tho recently proved analytic 
properties of partial wave amplitudes, and to use theoretical 
and experimental information regarding the residues of 
poles and discontinuities across cuts, together with 
phenomenological parameters to represent the remaining 
singularities. The theory for this has been developed by 
H.P. Noyes .
(44.43)A similar analysis has been made by G. Breit et al. * 
who have conducted a gradient search of both proton-proton 
and noutron-proton data, assuming in the latter case the 
applicability of strict charge independence. Searches 
were carried out starting with the phase-shifts from the 
extended source + spin orbit potential below 150 HeV 
extrapolated to the Stapp phase-shifts, and with the phase 
parameters corresponding to the Gamme1-Thaior potential.
The better fits of both families ore found to be essentially
— 40 —
the same. The best fit (the so-called TLAM set) is 
given in Table 1, together with the Oamnel-Thaler and 
Signoll-Marshok phase-shifts for comparison.
Ve thus see that although it ie reasonable to assume 
that a unique (or nearly unique) scattering matrix has 
been found for energies above 100 MoV, there is still much 
ambiguity at the lower energies where double and triple 
scattering experiments are difficult to perform. As yet 
the theory is not sufficiently advanced to remove these 
ambiguities at low energies, and for further information 
it is nocossary to turn to some othor process. The most 
convenient to study is the photodisintegration of the 
deuteron, and we consider this in Part 2.
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Part 2m Photodisintegration of the Peuteron,
10. Introduction^*
In principle, the investigation of the photodiaintégrâtion 
of the deuteron ocm give information either on the 
radiative interaction if the initial and final state wave- 
functions are known, or on the other hand if the radiative 
interaction is known useful information can be obtained on 
the neutron^proton interaction. It is generally with this 
latter point in mind that deuteron photodisintegration is 
investigated, since the radiative interaction can be assumed 
to be well known, at least up to photon laboratory energies 
of 130 HoV.
In this energy range, it has been shown that
explicit inclusion of the me sonic field is umiecessary, and 
so the interaction with the ©lectrosiagnotic field may be 
taken as being given on the basis of the gauge##invariance 
of the non-relativistic Hamiltonian for the two-nucleon 
system. The photodisintegration proceeds mainly through 
electric and magnetic dipole transitions, with the electric 
dipole transition dominant. Electric and magnetic 
quadrupole transitions cause a marked interference in the 
angular distribution, but their contribution to the total
— —
erosH-seotion is email. Higher multipolee may be ignored.
For unpolarized radiation we can write the angular 
distribution as
“ a O  — «îÂv? 0 C f ^ Pz C#) (lO.l)
where the plus sign is for the protons and the minus sign 
for the neutrons* The total cross-section is then given by
O', = Si-Ko.1- ^  6 (10.2)
a and b arise mainly from the electric and magnetic dipole 
transitions, while ap, and i come directly from 
interference between the quadrupole and dipole radiations.
Generally speaking, experimental angular distributions 
are fitted to the simpler formula
= (a-t 4>sm. * 9 ) ( 1 ±  (i i ^ û ) (10.3)
*
with the total cross-section still given by (10.2).
The experimental values for py , the isotropy factor 
and p are given in Figures 1, 2 and 3 respectively.
(47-59)
On the basis of the above interaction several authors 
have calculated the angular distributions in the medium 
energy range and have reached more or less satisfactory 
agreement with the experimental data. To explain this data 
it is found necessary to take into account transitions from
- 43 -
the deuteron D-state, to describe the final state by 
phaee-shifts which correspond to a repulsive long-range 
tensor potential in the triplet odd states (such as the 
Signe 11-Marshak or Gammel*#Thaier potential) and to include 
the transitions to the final  ^ state# It is found that 
the angular distribution parameters are sensitive to the 
n-state probability.
At energies above I30 MeV meson effects must be 
included explicitly* Experimentally (figure l) the total 
cross-section is found to have a maximum in the region of 
320 IIbV which is caused by the resonance occurring in the 
photoproduction of virtual pions on one nucleon and 
absorption by the other. Early attempts to account for 
this behaviour were not very sucGessful but
recently L.D. Pearlstein and A. Klein ^^^^have given an 
explicit prescription for including meson effects with 
considerable success.
As in the scattering problem, polarization of the 
outgoing nucleons should provide m sensitive test of the 
theory. Theoretically it can be shown (^5-6?) the
polarization of the outgoing nucleons in the direction 
Vf is given by
( j ^ ) p =  XiX.6 T'Ko x  «>(9+
(10.4)
4» «»
Eecâus# there is a differemoe between the eases in 
which the proton or the neutron polarization ia measured, 
we must distinguish between Yi)>3 and
Unfortunately, at the moment experimental evidence 
on the final state polarization is non-existent#
Figure 1. Experimental Total Crogg-Section
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lie General Form of the Interaction of the Kooleon Field 
with the Electromagnetic Fielde
The interaction Hamiltonian for the coupled nuolocn 
and eleotro-magnetio fields is
where the first term gives the usual interaction of the 
electromagnetic field with a spinor field, and the second 
term (the Pauli term) is included to account for the 
anomalous magnetic moment of the nuoleon.
Choosing the gauge Oj may be written as
Since the above Hamiltonian can be regarded as a 
small perturbation, the transition probability of the 
radiative process is proportional to the matrix element
J<i1t)(th) (11.3)
where | and | a r e  respectively the initial and final 
states of the two-nucleon system.
The standard expansion of the nucleon field 
into plane wave states is /
(11.4a)
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and of the conjugate field
(^?<J - /»o\ ^  ^ +-e (^11.4b)
where 4^ ,- ^ are the quantum numbers defining the 
particle, anti-particle and iaotopic spin states*
are respectively the creation and annihilation 
operators for the particle, and those of
the anti-particle* Thus the two-nuoloon state vector 
is given by
Ov'‘‘’(^o/o^ (11.3)
where is the vacuum state*
The operators satisfy the anti-commutation 
relations
(11.6)
r 3 “ ■ éc^ ~ ^')
The spinor amplitudes CL satisfy the Dirao 
equations
. / N (11.7)
'-*bi .i/i
and have normalisation
, (11.8)
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The electromagnetic field A oan similarly be expanded
as
Xkji (‘* M  l" (11-9)
where 1 is the polarisation vector of the field, and i? 
denotes the direction of polarisation.
The evaluation of the matrix elwaent (ll*3) may now he 
accomplished using the properties (11.5) and (11.6) and 
noting that
w a ., ( X U A . M
where /v> •=
Retaining terms of order no higher than 
equations (ll.lOa) and (ll.lOb) become
(^ j ^ o \  - 5 % f (A ^  AlJ jD X (11* 11a)
Ko tO^‘) c 0; (11.11b)
Since we are considering an absorption process, we 
may replace by  ^^ ^ to give finally
— 48 —
-* "4^  (:%,%.)
with
^  I '*x^ '*' ' SL^ * Z^"', '"ca (11.13)
Equation (11.12) la the fundamental equation for 
the investigation of deuteron photodisintegration at 
energies for which we may ignore rolativistic corrections 
and the explicit interaction of the meson field. In 
practice this corresponds to photon energies up to 130 HeV 
in the laboratory system.
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12. The Multivoie Transitions.
Te utilize equation (11.12), it is convenient to 
Introduce the oentre-of-moraentura co-ordinate Î and the 
relative co-ordinate *5 of the two nucleons by
X - . for the absorption process, we way assume
the centre of momentum (of the two nucleons) to be at 
rest in the initial state, while in the final state it 
is moving with momentum jP . Then the two wave-functions 
are given by
and denoting the relative momentum by ^  we have
<-f| .•> = I  (4 ^%) I'C- k )
’"(« --t j " (12.2)
The ^-function merely states the law of conservation 
of total momentum, and will be omitted in what follows.
Since we have considered the electromagnetic inter­
action only to first order, equation (12.2) may be divided 
into two parts, one leading to the isotopic spin singlet 
final state and the other to the isotopic spin triplet
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final state. This is effected by making the re-arrangements 
[ ItSt'y j
= ' V  "■%*] , \ n ’- v ÿ )  <^2.3a)
- 3 - ^ U  — c. y -rA ) — -sr I
In the above expressions, terms in \ f vg 4- have
been dropped, since this factor is identically zero when
operating on the deuteron ground state.
\ <Since the wave-length A of the incident photon is
related to the photon energy by
"> = 1.2396 % 1 0 " ^ ° c m ^  (12.4)
fo being given in MeV, "% is always large compared with
I —1 q
the deuteron radius ^  « 4.3157 % 10 *^ cia., even at
energies of 100 MeV. Thus it is legitimate to expand the
exponential factors occurring in (12.3a), (l2.3b) with
respect to m and retain only the first few terms. It is
this expansion which leads to the various multipole
transitions.
The Eleotrio Dipole Transitions. These arise from the 
lowest order term in the expansion of (12.3n), which gives
(ft'" (12.5)
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Since the operator occurring in the integrand is odd, 
it causes a transition from the ground state ^7^ )
to an odd parity state# The spin configuration of 
is unchanged, hence the final state must be a P  ^
state, which is an isotopio spin triplet# This implies 
that the relevant matrix element of H. is Just
one*
By means of the Schrodinger equations satisfied by 
and equation (12.5) may be re-written as
(12.6)
The Electric Quadrupole Transitions* The integrand arising 
from the linear term of the expansion of the retardation 
factor in (12.3a) is
~  a Z  y^j4)j(i2.7)
As for (12.5)f we can show that
h ^ V  3 1 4 p m  Iff-3 k  k) ^ ( k. l)(-k ^
which gives the electric quadrupole transition. Since the 
operator in the integrand is even, and does not affect the
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spin configuration of , the final state must be
a ^  ^ ^ state.
The Magnetic Pinole Transitions. Taking the lowest term 
in the expansion of equation (12.3b) the integrand of the 
second term of (12.2) becomes
Since this term contains no orbital operators, it 
cannot change the orbital configuration. If the spin 
configuration is not changed either, then the relevant 
matrix element must vanish due to the orthogonality, since 
it is calculated between states of the same spin and orbital 
configuration, but different energies. Thus the spin-state 
must change which requires in turn the change of the 
isotopic spin state, allowing us to drop the first term of 
(12.9) and in the second replace the isotopic spin factor 
by one. The corresponding matrix element is finally given
which is the magnetic dipole transition due to the magnetic 
moments of the nucleons, leading to a (' S + final
state.
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The first term on the right-hand-side of equation 
(12.7) gives the orbital magnetic dipole transition,
<f| (12.11)
which leads (as for the eleotrio quadrupole transition) to 
a 5 ^  ^  ^  final state.
The HaCTotic Quadrupole Transitions. This is obtained 
directly from the linear term in the expansion of (12.3b), 
to give the spin magnetic quadrupole matrix element,
W  < -  tr > u (12.12)
a. a. 5
which transition leads to a P*^f- *■ 'P* *f \ final
state.
By continuing this process, all the multipole transition 
matrix elements may be obtained. In practice, however, it 
is sufficient to retain only the dipole and quadrupole 
matrix elements, and of those only the ones leading to 
S, P, B or F-wave final states need be considered.
In view of the above discussion, we oan give the 
following table of allowed transitions.
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Multipole Allowed Final States
Electric Dipole 
Eleotrio Quadr>«pole 
Magnetic Dipole
Magnetic Quadrupole
%  * %
♦ ^03
S , Dg (spin transition)
^Dg, ^©3 ♦ ^@3 (orbital 
transition)
The above table is a special case of the general table 
of allowed transitions given in Appendix «5
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13# The Differential Cross-Section for Deuteron 
Photodisintegration.
We take the deuteron ground-state vave-function to
be of the fora given by equations (5#10) and (5*13)»
namely
where and U)^(ru have the normalization (5.14).
m denotes the initial spin quantum number.
If we now expand the final state wave-funotion as 
in equations (3*23), (3*24) and (3*25)• and retain only 
the transitions
E.D.  ^  ^  ^^  ^
M.D. ---- *-
E.Q,  _ *2>.,
(13.2)
M.Q. »- ' P'j ' F3
then it con bo shown (see Appendix 6 ) that
' (?‘’V * ) A- A  [i f.»e I B „ (Mm-
i (?'% ACA;.:) [ ~ i  f„ - I.
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“ 5^ Ça -
-e )[-S - i  f., e"'^"- ^
-* i  'KA
< f l U ^ I > }  = . /■ _f"  al_
 ^ /If C J SUw (J2»r3*^  (6?r) ^
^ > (r-^ M A
*i (t!'‘- ^ ‘A. ^  ^  C|'«t) ^Jij. «"^“' - ^5»^  „sr"0.^%î) « '
+ se''') .AA ^ A>c{) ^
h ^ [ ~ ' S  e*, F„ J.A 7
^ t fTf"+ sfOCA"!) A 4  e'^"-- Iôf« 7
+ / ( (T'"-st^ 'O-A A 4-lj f'of.,^-'^*' €*'^”  ]
+ i (f  "+^T^y a A"4*i) /"-S’6»>. •«'^ *^’'- 'ô f»î-e'' "^*^
^ (q^ .* k g^/ f ^  5 ^  A?^ .- t J -e' '
+ ( g-f“ Asr.“‘I •v'r'" A r - 9P»i « *^i-6f*i« 7
+ A jA"- r î^ *> ® -tsFn-e ■+6fjs-e
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.1-
-*• %;, t (?<";'5:^ 4%. AA^A'^g) S
where the amplitudes Mjj are given by
l^o ' ^  ^  C (lî -t)
( «Cm (rnl^ J I '^ >NJ^ oUf (/5.
)o
/•>*
( ou O-,,; (Au I - 'sÂ «w
xo.
Ir **. ?& t &  { «bf -Cri^ A^ü lOïjt.'O^r
^  c l * .
fOÛ
- fi JU.fa. l «U V,t(/-<J 
' 6
f», " ïh J (AWj^  ^
O
•oO
l't
'o
o 
oD
fi., =
0»9J
iOj,(rü
^3. lo)
oO
f ' (k C'* '*)
' o 
/où
F»& = l (ou/ <r„.(Ao r -^Ta l'tv ('^ '%)
f (oUi^ 'Q-AïA'J ^ - %  fi'».'‘«\
/o
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0>/6)
'6
.&A
M: _  -Jp-l (po»j «U (!^  %)
Jo
The differential oroes-section is given by
spin final state 
spin initial state 
polarization
where the density of final states, , is given by
^ - %  (13.20)
azui the incident flux is equal to (2x)**^*
The evaluation of (13.I9) has been given by several 
authors 52, 33# 67)^  The result is
- gi ^  9 + c P -4- (9 cmf
where
«= Tô 2(tj $ + qF.,' + +
— •» f IX'^ a. i^rSrt.^  — Sfio 610“
•t iS £„ Oof f „“f5x) — f3x?A C*of &A—
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—  ù f %, f 31. 'Y*, f 5
l'Z.) Z * i^x- Jà. HoMx (*) f 
&T ^  ?cij^ ^ '*■ f'»*' a V t-
f ,, Co( f lo" f ‘0  ^ *^* ( 6n~
- / ^  É„ Bxx 'i'i 00^6,, -
^ 2-h. (<k^-y ( % y  [ A + %  M.Mx ûo fh.-6x)] î
(!»•»»)
lAo3-0 oL ^  fio 1^  ^  (j"0 f^ /g -  5^ /^  " * ' ^ ^ x t  0#of 6 0^ — j% i ^
- h t * a 3  C 4 n f 6 , o - 6 « i ) ^  4 - f n  ^ - 6 f o ,  c o f & h - 6 o % ^
3  I oo^<S»i-6xi^ "4- 5^
B  t \  f  ^ ^oi oon f  6/%— 6 ^ 1 ^  “  ^  f ,  ; C o f  <5#%- 6f%."
-«r(2.Pt> Cy> f 6,t- 6 ^
- 3 fxt Cjr> Sox) xz — 1 >v-^ 7 33^
v c n o  On f o ,  - A , )  -  ^  M ,  M a  ü n (< lr< ^ x \
— t-o -Ox) f^x Mj C»> û x - J ^
^  ^  ^  ^  ^»ol ^  ^  ^  àto-Sx^)^ '^ Bit ^ S  BrxCMo(éjf - d^ xx.)
— 6o —
+ fO + pIX I flfei Cn(Bix-6 xt) ^Cén^Szx)
H- O B w  C#i (&*%- ^  33)^ ^^fo, C#3 f f §x- + 6fx| C#»f Jsx'f %*)
—  f O f XX CPo^F»t-^xx) ^  ^  &3 O«o f 6 %x- ^
4-6.( V -  X.;') l^ y \ %  ceo 6z) M.M;
+  6* /4* M; %
The dlmensionXess constant B(k) le given by
= A  (13.26)
and is shown in Figure 4$
rigare 4. Bfk>
fooUÛ
■» 6l —
Polarization of the Final State î?ucleonâ«
The theory of the polarization of the final state 
nucleons in deuteron photodiainte^ration has been given by 
W* Czyz and J . Sawicki and by J.J. de Swart
To calculate the polarization# one has to determine 
the reaction amplitude
■f 'K = 3 /-V.4 "X,
=.-1 (l^ # 1 )
and use the equation
p(" ^ kfl
^^■fl Olfl. (1^.2)
where ^ ^ Indicates averaging over the Initial spin
and photon polarization.
Confining ourselves to the electric and magnetic dipole# 
and tho electric quadrupole transitions# the radiative 
interaction operator is proportional to
- t.-ï - - 1
^ / A - - (14,3)
(see equations (12.6)# (12*8) and (l2.10)).
Choosing tho quantization axis along
' f i -
lk^k\ (14.4)
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and defining (f> by
- |.01 (14.5)CCD
(I4.3) way be written as
-  [ %  -*( ^  -+ <r<^^\sx.4 (14.6)
and ^  may be expressed in terms of cntf and
namely
•f».,* f... j \  - t ^  (14.7)
Xn the frame of reference chosen# Pt* and 7^ 
vanish. On substitution of (l4.l)# (l4.6) and (l4.7) 
into (i4.2) we get
^  ’ ■ - ( « c r - / c r ) ’ M % / s » r
Evaluating this expression gives finally
/ d ^\
, — P(fj = «Iw 6 CaoO ■*■
^ (14,p)
where
"  ?6 A.. I ^  ^  (à„~^t)
■*■ St- M l f « ( &,,- <ÛI^  - '5a. M x^a. 9/i. f
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-*• ^  f ,0 { 3(3 Eg, tL f 6 o,~ 5%^ - I «->i- ^ i*|-<S>*)
- ^  £ X% Jü».(Sx‘x- £io) 2 Sy». ( 6'»" ^
9E„ ^  - Si £„ JUwY«5^-éJ -•»-£■», 5.,-&..) 4rag.x A4.f6.^ -6,,)^
*  e.x{- 3 ^ a ( ^ t j . - * - A < i x ) f „  A ; ^ < ' i o . - s . x ) - - a - o '^ » .  ( £ x » - £ . v )
— 6ii- 6n.^ -*■ û-t 9"5t ^** ^  -61%) 2
■*" A%) -h 6CT.+^x)£:„ x4.(£t,-f,»)
■ '■ 'û Ç a E . x  AÂL (f x x -  ^  f  2  ? t  -  3 "7 %) A .» -^ £ x i  — 6 » x )  ^ ^  I
X)(/y - la. ^ j Z" ^« ^ «-A^ i. ^ 5 , » -  ^6^-£1».)
9 4- "*“^ "5») ^ ^  4>L /6,%.-&)%)
"to  ^  ^ f ô , -  6/g^ 3  f  Vi A U -  ^6 x 1 -6 1 0 ^
6ta — J + 0. fc 13  ^67  ^— 6#o") ^
—f" t\^ ^  3  ^ 0 |  "" 61»^ ^ 7f «^ aU ^ 6 x | -6 lV ^
- V < ^ A  ^ * v  C C w f 5 xx -  6'ix') -  B'x^  ^  t -  <S’i v )  ^
4* 3  ^  ?J, ^ 6 1 ("^01“  6  *vv^ — ^ ? a , ^  71 AU- (j5  %f -  ^ 3v )
-tr 5  ^^ E  $x Ajt^ CSvL-" cTv v ^ " "  AkU (  6v% — ^ % 0
• 64 -*
■= I ftv Syii- (<5xv-£io)
~^ lto *^13 r62^- 610) ^
BIX L  9 > & .  6 ^ 1  A v L  ( 6 * o i ~ 6 i i )  - t ' S  Bxt A v L  C  6  X I  -  6  i i  )
-4r ' ' f  n  f » 3  O a U  (  6 & ^ -  6  I f )  ^
•^ Bix £ -  3 j A  (  9T v .  -4* A # » f x 3  ^ o j  (  6 0 1  -  6 * x )
- g ( { y.  ^6 x1 - d,%) M"&&)
^3x 1 3 Si CTx* ^*'7i ^ £01 A ^  f Sp I ^  S3%^
^ ^ T x ^ v i  f t i  “  6  v x ' )  ^ * T i .  A . Â -  ^ ^ X X —  & ^ % x ^
^ C /  9T v  "  9' i % ^  ^ 7%  -  6 ^
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15# Photodleintegratlon of the Deuteron u p to 130 MeV*
Before embarking on a discussion of the present 
calculations» we give a brief suinmary of the results 
obtained previously*
The total cross«^8eotion and angular distribution for 
the photodieintegration of the deuteron have been known for 
some time to show reasonably satisfactory agreement with 
theoretical calculation up to photon laboratory energies of 
10 HeV or so 63-71)* applying the Siegert
theorem for the electric dipole transitions* Until 
recently» however» theoretical work on the differential 
cross-section for photon laboratory energies between 20 and 
150 HeV failed to account for the observed angular
\
distribution» particularly the large isotropic component V 
(63#64»73#74,75) vith purely central forces acting between 
the neutron and proton» the electric dipole term is a pure 
sin 9 » and the magnetic dipole contribution to the 
isotropic component was found to be small compared to the
experimental value* It was not until a more sophisticated ^
\
potential with tensor and spin-orbit forces was considered >
■ \
(which allows an electric dipole contribution to the 
isotropic term) that reasonable agreement with experiment [
\\ I
was obtained* The calculation of J«J* de Swart and R.E* \ )
' I
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Marshak showed clearly the Importance of the deuteron
D-etate and the final ^ state. Following on this# 
several papers were published which coupling
(50»54»55.57.58»59)^ radiation multipolea<52,53.54#55#
57»58#59) retardation^^^*^*^*^^^ were considered. Up
to energies of I30 MeV# it is generally accepted that 
retardation effects are of little importance (^^•58#59)^ 
but recently M. Matsumoto has reported that they are
essential at energies above 80 HaV. The angular distribution 
parameters appear to be sensitive to the percentage of 
deuteron D-state chosen. In the calculations of references 
48» 49» 50 and 55» & D-state percentage of 6.7 was required 
to enable theory to fit the experimental data» although 
references 49» 52 and 58 obtain reasonably good agreement 
with experiment employing a deuteron with a 4^ D-atate. 
However» in the most recent calculations » in which good 
agreement with experiment is obtained up to photon energies 
of 150 MeV» M«I#. Hustgi et al. employ a modified
Signe11-Marshak potential» which gives a deuteron D-state 
percentage of 6.9#
Polarization calculations have been carried out in 
references 51» 55» 59 and 66. As yet there are no 
experimental data with which to compare the theoretical 
predictions.
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With the exception of A.Fi Nicholson and Q.E* Brown 
and of G. Kramer calculations have all been carried
out using Signe 11-Marshak phase-shlfts. Nicholson and Brown 
use Gamme1-Thaler phase-shifts for an electric dipole 
calculation at 130 HeV and Kramer Considers electric dipole 
transitions at four energies in order to compare different 
sets of phase shifts# including Signell-Harshak and Gamrael- 
Thaler phase shifts. Both show that the Gammel*»Thaler 
solution is capable of reproducing the folded angular 
distribution# but no detailed analysis is made. In view 
of the recent phase-parameter analyses by G. Breit et al.
(44#45) ig of interest to carry out a more detailed 
analysis of deuteron photodisintegration using their best 
solution# which is a phaso-shift set of the Gaiamel-Thaler 
type# and to compare and contrast the results with the 
Signell-Marshak solutions.
This is done for two different D-state percentages - 
namely 4 and 6. The deuteron wave-functions used are 
purely phenomenological# of the Hulthin-Sugawara type 
(see Appendix 3) i.e.
^  ^   ^yv (15.1a)
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where
= C«r> Z. J -t (15.14)
and %  - o%/Y , wc % oLfic where a « 0$2316 % lO^^cm*^ and the 
hard-core radiua is taken to be Ar^  m 0$43l6 x lO^^^cm.
For the two D-state probabilities chosen# # 7*6579 
X 10*^^cia""^ and
p « 7.961 X « 3^798 SuvKf^ » 0.02666 for 4^ D-state (l5*2a)
0 tt 7.451 Y a 4.799 * 0.02486 for 6% D-state (l5*2b)
Wherever possible# phenomenological two-nuolecn 
continuum vave-funotiens are used in the final state.
Otherwise they are calculated from the appropriate Gammel- 
Thaler potential.
The Eleotrio Dipole Transitions. These transitions
' b , -------   ■‘P o y ’/l
are the most important transitions for the photodisintegration 
at medium energies# and lead to an angular distribution in 
the centre of momentum system of the form c
Cjx)f, -*■ ^ * 9  (15.3)
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The transition eiapXitudes B l s appropriate to thie ease 
are
F a,  ~ \  r “b<ro- yi **>)> m l  do, (15.4a)
Jo
/OÛ
* j r "4, (15.4b)
fix = e«n<v^ e L ,^ 'n .(^ i ‘ T l x  <*< (l5,4c)
^  ^  \  <*«• (p«J Lox.inx <4v
.oft •'» / 1 \
f^a- y \ OW Lo^ llrO ^
- 2^^  aAwft C<^D<c»j - "sfv
where the Vc^ are the final-state radial wave-functions#
the phaso-shifte and the ^Pv-  ^ coupling parameter.
To evaluate the amplitudes (lg.4) exactly it is necessary
to know the radial wave-functions# which in turn requires
a knowledge of the potential acting in the triplet odd-
parity states. However it has been shown that a very
good approximation to the triplet odd parity wave-functions
is
U  ' < » • ’>
where ^ and are respectively the spherical
Bessel and Neumann functions. R is taken to be 1.4X29 % 10"&3 
and the hard-core radius to be O.4316 x 10**^^cm.
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The MamietIc Dipole Transitions. The magnetio dipole spin- 
flip transitions
^ 'S., 'Da
load to the angular distribution
/£r'
05.6)
The appropriate transition amplitudes are
oO
M ’o
«2
^ (15. 7a)
f  ^
\ Xj»/ (15*7b)
Ja
Xn this case» the potential acting in the final state
is too strong for the radial wave-functions to be
approximated by (15#5)* Accordingly the wave-functions
have been obtained by solving the Schrodinger equation
using the Gamme1-Thaler potential 
r -4c oo , -At ^
- 5 V  (15.8)
] - V o  ------  •V>/V-c
L
with Vo « 425.5 MeV, |i = 1.45 x lO^^on”^ and /V^  « 0.4 x 10“^^
cm.
This potential gives a good fit to the Dreit et al. 'S^ 
phase-shifts# but the fit to the * phase-shifts is 
rather poorer.
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The magnetic dipole triplet transitions
^S, ^  )s, +
hav« been ehown to give an entirely negligible
contribution in the considered energy range# and are 
consequently neglected.
The Bloctrlo Quadrupole Transitions. The electric quadrupole 
transitions
^ 5 , 4 -   ^S,+ 'D,, ^
are most important through their interference with the 
electric dipole transitions» which causes a forward 
asymmetry in the angular distribution. However they also 
contribute to both the isotropic term and to the term 
proportional to sin 8 • the complete contribution being
given by
 ^ = Of 1 i>ft *+• ^ 0  iP (l5*9)
Since the electric quadrupole transitions are second 
order effects» the and final states are taken as
uncoupled» and the ^63 state neglected. Xn this 
approximation the relevant transition amplitudes are
fa.( <**'«■* <r„,(f‘X} cVr <15.10a)
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.où
Fxi = V C  WbCi; - ujiW ^  «Cv- (15,10b)
Bvx- j -<r,x(jLij C Mi<-vjlo^eyjî é*«J* oU (l5»10o)
-•Ô
^7$ ^  f wj - ^  ^  (l5*10d)
 ^o
If the approximation (l5.5) i* a good one for the 
electric dipole amplitudes, it should be an even better one 
for the eleotrio quadrupole amplitudes. Accordingly 
approximation (15«5) is made in evaluating equations (15.lO)* 
The Magnetic Quadrupole Transitions. We retain only the 
magnetic quadrupole singlet (spin-flip) transitions
 *  'P>, 'Fs
which interfere with the magnetic dipole transitions, 
contributing to tho parameters c and d, the effect on 
parameters a, b and ^  being negligible. Tlie appropriate 
transition amplitudes \
a ( ^  oU (15.11a)
oO
(x ( otM tiu (1 5 ,lib)
are evaluated using the approximation (15.5) for <5, and 11s
\
i
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This can be Justified in this case by the term in the 
integrand, which enhances considerably the contribution of 
the **outside** region of the final state vave-funotion, at 
the expense of the **inside**.
The magnetic quadrupole triplet transitions
5 5 , 4. V a -  V *
are neglected.
Amplitudes (15.4), (15#7)# (15.10) and (I5.II) have been 
evaluated using the continuum wave-functions discusaed 
above, the deuteron wave-functions (15.I) and the Y.L.A.H. 
phase-shifts of Breit et al.(^^*^5)  ^ ^hich have been given 
in Table 1. The results of this calculation are given in 
Table 3 and are compared with the corresponding Signell- 
Marshak solutions in Table 4. As is to be expected, the 
general behaviour of both sets of amplitudes is similar.
The most noticeable difference between the two is the very 
strong enhancement of f i n  the Gammel-Thaler solution at 
low energies. This is due to the large negative value of 
the coupling parameter at these energies. Conversely, 
at higher energies the Gammel-Thaler coupling parameter 
becomes numerically smaller than the Signell-Marshak 
coupling parameter, with the consequence that in the
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Gammel-Thaler solution beoones smaller than that of the 
Signell-Harshak solution. Ae we shall see, this has 
important repercussions on the angular distribution 
parameters. The other important difference is that Hg 
in the Gammel-Thaler solution is smaller than in the 
Signell-Harshak solution, which again has an important 
bearing on the angular distribution parameters, particularly 
at higher energies.
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yhe Angular Distribution. Mhen we have unpolarized 
radiation, then in the approximatioae made, we can write 
the angular distribution as
«  -t- 6  9  c  cjbo (9 r  cto 0  3^ ! ^  6
where a, b, c and d are given by equations (13.22) to
(13•25) inclusive.
Ve can write a* -*• , 6% 6,e f ^
Here and are the contributions from the B1 
transitions, and are the contributions from the Ml 
spin-flip transitions, and dji arise from the B1-B2 
interference, and and arise from the H1-M2 interference.
a, b, 0j|^(2* c/a) and 0^(s d/b) have been calculated 
using the T.L.A.H. set of phase parameters of Breit et al., 
and the transition amplitudes of Table 3. The results, 
together with the isotropy factor n « a/b, and the total 
cross-section 0^ ^re given in Table 5, and comparison with 
the results using Signell-Marshak phase shifts made in 
Table 6. The total cross-sections are given in Figure 5»
the ratio a/b in Figure 6 and the quantities and 0^ in
Figure 7* In this latter case, the experimental points are
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plotted as 0 obtained from a best fit of the experimental 
data to the formula
(ç^ r (15.13)
The considerable increase of 04. at low energies in 
the present calculations, compared to the value obtained 
using Signell-Marshak phase shifts, can be attributed 
directly to the enhancement of discussed above* It so 
happens that depends almost entirely on the terms 
involving the other terms almost cancelling. On the
other hand, as the energy increases, the reverse situation 
holds i.e. calculated from Signell-Marshak phase-shifts
becomes greater than that obtained in the present calculations.
also differs considerably in the two cases at higher 
energies. This is a direct consequence of the smaller value 
for Mg obtained in the present calculations oompeured to that 
obtained with Signell-Marshak phase-shifts. The values of 
and in all cases are very similar. As a result of this 
the ratio a/b found in the present calculations is greater 
than that of the Signell-Marshak results at the lower 
energies, but less at the higher.
At energies below 70 HeV, the best fit to the isotropy 
ratio is obtained by the present calculations with a 4^
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D-state* This, however, does not give a reasonable fit 
at all above this energy* The beat fit above this energy 
is given by the Signell-Marshak results, but they, in turn, 
give too small a value at energies below 50 MeV. The best 
fit over the whole range is given by the present calculations 
using a 6^ D-state, which lies intermediate to the other 
two results. The total cross-section obtained with the 
present calculations with a 4^ D-state is too small above 
80 HeV but the other solutions fit reasonably well up to 
130 MeV.
The parameters 0^ ,^ 0^ differ in the cases considered, 
but experimental accuracy is not nearly sufficient for any 
conclusions to be drawn#
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Linearly Polarized Radiation* When we have partially or 
totally linearly polarized radiation# the cross-sectlosi 1#
«-x) ( W . H )
where 1# the degree of linear polarization and /% Is
the angle between the plane of linear polarization and the 
azimuthal angle of observation. The function Is
(/î^cfïP)
(15.15) 
with
A-- i ?f p = ^p>^ - ^  (15.16)
To compare theory with experiment# the most convenient 
quantity Is
5 = ■ (15.17)
i-*- /V
The values of A, p and 5 obtained In the present 
calculations are given In Table 7» and compared In Table S 
with the corresponding values obtained from the results 
using Signell-Marshak phase parameters.
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Polarisation of the Kucleons»
The polarization of the outgoing nucleons for 
unpolarized radiation in the direction ^  
is given by
^ ^  O l  <^*9] (15.18)
where, for the proton polarization, X i and are
given by equations (l4.10), (l4.1l) and (14,12). These 
coefficients are calculated for the different energies, 
and are given in Table 9* Comparison with earlier results 
is given in Table 10.
The differences between the present calculations and 
previous calculations are much more marked in the polarization 
parameters than in the cross«»section parameters. Unfortunately 
at the moment there exists no satisfactory experimental 
results with which to compare the theoretical values.
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Conolusions. Zt can be concluded that the Gammel-Thaler 
type phaee-parametere are as suitable for a detailed analysis 
of deuteron photodisintegration as the Signe 11-Harshak 
phase-parameters # The best fit to the angular distribution 
parameters at low energies is given with a low D-state 
probability, namely 4^. However to obtain a reasonable 
fit at photon energies greater than 70 HeV it is necessary 
to increase this figure to at least The resulting fit
at energies below 70 HeV is not so good as that obtained 
with the lower D-state probability, but is still fairly 
satisfactory.
A low D-state probability is to be preferred on other 
grounds, in that the magnetic moment of the deuteron 
(equation (6.6)) can then be explained without complicated 
inclusion of large mesonio and relativistic corrections . 
It may well be that retardation is of much more significance 
than has hitherto been supposed 59)^ as has been
argued recently by H. Hatsumoto , and that a proper 
inclusion of relativistic corrections would allow the 
angular distribution to be fitted up to 1)0 MeV with a low 
D-state probability.
The question of the correct deuteron 0-state probability 
could well be clarified by accurate experimental angular
— 81 —
distributions in the energy range 13-50 MeV, for there 
the theoretical parameters differ by up to 30^ depending 
on the D-state probability chosen*
In common with other treatments# the Ml spin-flip 
transition is found to be small at low energies, which 
one would not expect intuitively* Accurate measurements 
of a/b and (and if possible ) at energies up to
15 HeV would help to clarify this situation.
In theory, a complete set of measurements (angular 
distribution, polarization of the outgoing nucleons, 
angular distribution with linearly polarised photons) at 
one energy should suffice to settle many of the outstanding 
questions. To simplify the analysis, the energy chosen 
should be one which corresponds to one of the scattering 
energies at which a **unique” scattering matrix has been 
determined i.e. scattering energies of 68, 98, 150, 210 
or 310 MeV. These correspond to photon laboratory energies 
of 37, 53• 76I 107 and I58 MeV respectively. I58 HeV is 
too high, for at this energy relativistic corrections and 
the inclusion of mesonio effects are necessary. I07 MeV 
is probably too high also, at least until the question of 
retardation is settled. At the other end of the scale,
37 MeV is too low for reliable polarization measurements
Figure 8. Theoretical An/rnlar Dlgtrlbutton at 52.3 HeV
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16« Photodisintegration of the Deuteron above 110 MeV g 
At energies above 130 HeV it ia neoeeaary to take 
account explicitly of virtual meson effects 63*77)^
Tike most successful of the several attempts made to include 
these effects has been given recently by L.D# Pearlstein 
and A. Klein ,
A formal solution for the S**matrix of the photo- 
disintegration of the deuteron defined by
$ , . j C  A*< J k,»')— P dux (16.x)
is exhibited, using the formalism for bound state problems 
proposed by A. Klein and C. Zemach , in which all
quantities of interest are developed with the aid of the 
renormalized many-body Green's functions* To carry out an 
explicit evaluation it is found necessary to resort to a 
phenomenological procedure which relates the formally exact 
expression for to parameters available from the more
fundamental phenomena of pion-nucleon scattering, photopion 
production and nucloon-nucleon interactions* By expanding 
the result in the number of mesons exchanged, and by making 
a series of non-relativistic approximations, neglecting the 
pion-plon interaction and assuming that P-vave pions are 
dominant both in scattering and photopion production, the
— 85 •
expression Is reduced to one in which the corrections to 
the conventional matrix element depend only on the amplitude 
for photopion production, the renormalized pion-nuoleon 
coupling constant and the appropriate tvo-nuoleon wave- 
functions* Retaining only one-meson effects, it is found 
that the S-matrix for photodisintegration can be written as
S ^ p  = 4- 4. S . %  t •S.'-'fAiJ (16.2)
and turn out to be the conventional electric
and magnetic transition amplitudes* and 5,
arise from the D o m  terms of photopion production, and 
and arise from the complete amplitude for photopion
production, excluding the Born terras. It is shown that 
and are negligible, and considering the magnetic
dipole P-wave pion production to be dominant# (l6*2) can be 
simplified to
— *^»(^ ) 4- (16*3)
Here is given by
— 86 —
- tOjL
+  i U K  <r<^ >). C it'» 1 ) 1 3 r^v A  ' '7 ^ or;
with
» A i3 ,
Rl) = 5 u  S ^ s „  ^ cii-V'j * '  4'
and the transition amplitudes K defined by
U ~ ( l/l-A#4v)u-fe»jrj-f/4-<6v)^ »»*>^ 'o7
)o  ^ (16.6
/#e
kL%= ( -is^EiL \ ^
^  0^)* '
' ( , - ^  ^ '- (16.«
(16.1
K., » f/i-n.^-e"'*' ^  Co»., A. (16. «
k %  - ^  ^i 4- 5)fc< |i‘V^ t«»<Ml$«lv
with
(16. w
•^ = C^*^- t h y  , t L j  H-- %/#/ ife.v*
Pearlstein and Klein find that to get reasonable 
agreement with experiment it is necessary to include a 
hard-core both in the initial and final states, and to
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Part III# Piapersion Relatione for the Photodiaintegration 
of the Deuteron.
î
17* Introduction.
Xn view of the ambiguitiea and difficulties of principle 
inherent in the potential approach to deuteron photo- 
die integration , it is of considerable interest to examine 
the problem using the techniques of dispersion theory, since 
this should give, in principle at least, a description of 
the process independent of any assumptions as regards the 
form of the interaction involved.
Apart from this, the application of dispersion relation 
techniques to deuteron photodisintegration is of more 
fundamental interest. In the last few years such techniques 
have been applied extensively to processes involving 
elementary particles. Pion-nucleon scattering ,
photopion production on nucleons  ^ K-»eson nucleon
scattering nucleon-nucleon scattering ^
and the structure of the nucleon nave been
investigated with comparative success using single dispersion 
relations, and following on the general representation for 
the scattering amplitude proposed by S. Mandelstam , 
considerable advances have been made in describing processes 
involving elementary particles e.g# see references (28-35t
— 8p —
87-91) among many others.
The extendIon of these techniques to problems involving 
bound states should involve nothing now in principle 
but so far such processes have received little attention.
The simplest of such examples is when the bound state 
remains bound throughout, and may then be treated as an 
**elementary** particle. Pion-deuteron scattering has been 
investigated by P. Kaschluhn and elastic neutron-
deuteron scattering by K. Blankenbeoler et al. . The
more complicated situation of the disintegration of a bound
state has been considered by H. Blankenbeoler and I#.P.
( 97^Cook ' who consider the deuteron ► neutron ♦ proton
vertex.
The approach made to the deuteron photodisintegration 
is similar to the application of dispersion relations to 
processes involving elementary particles, but differs in that 
they are used in energy at a fixed difference in two 
momentum transfers, rather than at fixed momentum transfer, 
in order to exhibit explicitly all the poles in the dispersion 
relations. This is necessary since the momentum of, say, 
the exchanged proton in the proton-pole term is Just the 
momentum transfer between the photon and the final proton, 
and consequently if the latter were held fixed this pole
— 90 —
would not appear explicitly. For the dispersion relations 
to be equally as valid as fixed womentuw-*transfer 
dispersion relations, it is necessary that the amplitude 
be analytic in both energy and momentum transfer i.e. that 
the Mandelstam representation is valid for this process.
This appears to be true in perturbation theory (up to 
one-meson exchange diagrams) and is non-relativiatic 
dispersion theory (^8-100) simple potentials.
The dispersion relations contain integrals over both 
positive and negative energies, the latter arising from the 
crossed diagrams, for which the imaginary part of the 
ajaplitude is related to processes such as the radiative 
absorption of an anti-nucleon by the deuteron, and to the 
stznioture of the deuteron through the anomalous singularities 
of the d-np vertex. Ve ignore these complications, and 
retain only the pole terms and the integrals over positive 
energies. It is felt that this should be a good approxi­
mation for low energies.
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18. Xlnematical Considerations.
In this section we discuss the kinematics necessary 
to write the transition amplitude for the photodisintegration 
of the deuteron in a form suitable for the application of 
covariant dispersion relations.
Let d,k be the four-momenta of the deuteron and photon 
respectively, and let p^ ,^ be the four-momenta of the
outgoing nucleons. Let V characterise the photon 
polarization, and let s, s^, Sg be the spin labels of the 
deuteron and the two nucleons respectively. Then the 
S-matrix element describing the process is
6 ^ =  kv)>L (18.1)
where a and 0 denote respectively all quantum numbers 
describing the initial and final states. The transition 
matrix T^^ is then defined by
(18.2)
It has be.n shown that, on oontraotlng th.
deuteron, .
fii.; ft». |j.5; j
k ) r  ^ I (18.3)
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where ^  (WiXz) is the inverse two-nuoleon Greenes function, 
satisfying on equation of the symbolic form
—  XCw.-*») (I8.il)
where 6T*(^ 0 1* the inverse free-nude on Greenes function, 
and the generalised interaction between two nucleons*
(18.3)
is the Dethe-Salpeter amplitude for the deuteron.
Writing
"XX"»') -  ja-T)-' I t  n
where
-X. =. ^ ^  c (18.7)
I
we have
aJSr  ^ (18.8)
y operating back on ^
give rise to the free-nucleon currents. In a complete 
theory, x) operating back would presumably give rise to 
a complex of currents of all the particles involved in the 
two-nucleon interaction. If we then assume to be
separable into "spin** and "space** parts (as it certainly is
- 93 -
in the non-relativietio limit),
(18.9)
where 5c^ j is a oovariant 16 component matrix yielding the 
correct combination of nucleon spin states to form a 
triplet state, it is natural to define a "deuteron current" 
formally by
Then
X  ^ 5,. I c/,5;
' T  I (18.10)
: ^ ï ^ i  5(^j (18,11)
which is exactly of the form obtained on contracting an 
"elementary" particle.
Equation (Z.ll) suggests that we write
* s( f>z~ J-(t)
H
(18.12)
where  ^ G, are the usual Oirae spinors with
normalization
(18.13)
and ^ /^V£ the general eovariant matrix
element to which the dispersion relations will be applied.
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Xn general# the transition matrix is proportional to 
the polarization reotors of the photon and deuteron# which 
we denote respectively by •^ '^ Jtjand satisfies
the usual Lorentz condition, and to ensure that the deuteron 
be in a triplet state in its rest system, ^  (Aj must also 
satisfy the Lorentz condition
= o  (18.14)
In order to utilize equation (2.12) it is necessary to 
know the matrix S explicitly. However, in the absence of a 
complete theory of the bound state, it is necessary to make 
some assumption as to the form of this matrix. It must be 
covariant, and can depend only on the deuteron variables.
¥e assume the form proposed in ref. (21), namely
- J a "
which is formally equivalent to
5 =  ^ )(' ^ ^ ■) (18.16)
operating on the correct combinations of Pauli spinors.
Energy momentum conservation
+ i (18.17)
implies that only three of the four-vectors are independent. 
We choose to take p^, p^ and k.
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Tlxe mas8-sholl restrictions
= /vkS  A*=o , w'- (18.18)
mean that only two independent scalars can be formed from 
tho three independent vectors. We choose
v =  , W», = (k'k')- k (18,19)
Apart from a numerical factor, tho latter is the 
difference between the momentum transfer between the photon 
and nucleon ’2* and the momentum transfer between
the photon and nucleon *1*
In the contre of noncntum syateu,
, V,. sik-k =V- W '  (18.20)
where U is the c.m. onorgy, & the angle of the outgoing 
nucleons w.r.t. the direction of the incoming photon, and 
jp are respectively the momenta of one of the outgoing 
nucleons and of the incident photon.
The most general transition matrix element (18.12) must 
be a function of Lorcntz invariants, which we take to be 
formed from the three independent vectors p^, k and the
basic matrices in the spinor spaces of the two nucleons,
f ' . i , ' Ç  . i '(sT i V-- f, A (18.21)
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Substantial restriction# are placed on the form of 
the matrix element by the requirements of gauge Invariance 
which demand# that
L  ' °  (18.22)
and by the standard Invariance and symmetry requirements*
The transformation properties of the basic matrices and 
the 4"-vectors under space Inversion (P) # charge conjugation 
{M) and time reversal ( ^  ) are listed below*
Basic
Matrix ' 9 J
1 1 1 1
'5« —  "^o
-Si - Y; -■Si
iU.ti-XiX.) idsAi-HiX.)
r - 1 \,Y. f
- '5s'5»
1  "  ■ ■ i
I'^s- -iXf
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f I
- K M.
"Spinor* 4-vector k , .... -A .
k K k
"Boson" 4-vector k -k à -4
Xn constructing the Independent covariant forms subject 
to those restrictions» the requirement of (18.14) la used 
In the sense that only triplet states are allowed In the 
Initial state. This reduces the number of allowed Independent 
forms from sixteen to twelve » and our choice Is given In 
Table 9. The various linear combinations are taken purely 
for convenience In the ensuing algebra.
Denoting the independent covariant tormB by f 
running from 1 to 12» we can then write
la
I* -  {
(18.23)
where the M' are scalar JTunotlons of the two variables
Since the electromagnotic interaction is being tedcen 
only to first order» It Is possible to split each of the /i *
Into two parts» one arising from the Isotoplc scalar part 
of the electromagnetic Interaction» and the other from the 
Isotoplc vector part i.e. we can write
(18.24)
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Our selection of the twelve invariant forms is such 
that all change sign under the operation
Including the isotopic spin dependence» (16.24)# we see that 
of the twenty four invariant forms resulting» twelve change 
sign under the above operation and twelve remain unaltered.
But by the general Pauli Principle» the complete amplitude 
must be unaltered by the above exchange. Under this 
exchange — ► — v, , and so we can meet the required Principle
by demanding that
fli =- ; At:'' (v,Vi) „ Mi <18.25)
It should be pointed out that the expansion (16.23) is 
not unique. Invariant forms compatible with the necessary 
symmetry and invariance requirements can be chosen other 
than those given in Table p. Such a set» any» is related
to our chosen set by a linear relationship
- Cci (18,26)
#*1*t 4 4 * . . a 1 4 ..A 1 a ^ 4 4 ^  botWSen tho
corresponding amplitudes and M( via.
cor
M /  Wj (^ )
M*  ^ o,) (18.27)
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Tho Get of will then have the neceseary symmetry
of anti-symmetry properties w.r,t$ to satisfy the
(perhaps different) behaviour of M' and necessary to
satisfy the general Pauli Principle»
Although the standard invariance and symmetry require­
ments are now exhausted» as yet no use has been made of the 
unitarity of the S-matrix« As is well known  ^ for
the photodisintegration of the deuteron» unitarity implies 
that the phase of the amplitude in a single-partial wave 
is the scattering phase-shift in the two-nucleon final state# 
However equation (18.23) is not an angular momentum 
eigenstate expansion» and consequently in order to apply 
unitarity it is necessary to relate the amplitudes 
to the partial wave amplitudes.
The first step is to relate the Dlrac-matrix form of 
the amplitude» (18.23) to the Pauli matrix form# In the 
centre of momentum system» the amplitude H for the 
photodisintegration may be defined by
i ^  /< (18.28)
spin initial state 
spin final state 
polarization
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where the density of the final states Is given by
=■ a  (18.2?)
and the incident flux ie equal to
Analogously to equation (18.23) we nay expand H as
ft I ,
H = // (18.30)
where the L\ are scalar products of gT% ^ and r
and are given in Table 10.
The restriction to twelve independent forms is again 
due to the requirement of an initial triplet state. Without 
this requirement there would be sixteen» the extra four 
being
g'Y r'" X - : s^r'"- ff"')?- (k^i)
However acting on a triplet state» jC'" 
gives unity and the other three forms are identically zero.
Vo aro thus left with the indepezuient forma of Table 10.
The Li and the may be related by decomposing the 
Dirac spinors to Pauli spinors. For this, we work in the 
centre-of-momentum system with
I». = ( J  , k) (18.32a)
K =  ( 5 , (18.32b)
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k = ( , k ) (18.32c)
I / L \
- C a.\w  ^ k) (18.32d)
À direct comparison then gives a set of linear equations 
relating the twelve amplitudes M * to the twelve amplitudes M' 
viz.
( , _____ 82«L^i1_ ? M + _____ ZfrAIW/
t (w+xy'wfMi* ' (w+My fv+ Aw.)
_ _ i _ _ (  I _  AW X   M
W -tM  C. (W-»A«)(W +M ^ (Wt-JU.^CW'tMy S O * » " » *
* I". -
lo
(\N-M)(w-a.x) C , Aw' Wi* ) M + 8 M W 1>, _
a (W-m XW-A..) «S. A W * v y  ? M  ^ M
W (w f M ) * t  C>(‘ ) (w*Am.ywtMy(w-M)
[«“-) * ( ' " s i y  ^  4 -
C w _|_ £\tf^  (W+Ax) vy^  1^
vf+M (»+A«.> (w-tMy ) Nv£w-«-.ax.y w-twy '*
^ r _ w l ± ^ i  U
AxW L S
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_  AW*(yy— X w -w J  ^  g v *  M _________________________^
+ ^ (vu-»-JUk)( ^
_______ AVA/*C\M»^^ ^  __ S A W  ^  .
/Wi ( W*- M') L(W*- (>W^  - J ^
_ A W ^ (V ’ /^ V t  K>J __ gW(S\W-M) V, ^  S w C W t^ ) V» ^
 ^ g  V/(W4-/vn)(^>^> f^)Vy
. g C w - A i y  J. ( w * -  / 6  £ V i -  At!)^
^Cvw-f-^y‘(w'‘“ m O _ a.(w -m V  ^W*«*m )
i ^ r r z ÿ ™
>g> (w».»h){Wh-^ ) ^  /6C nfx^CW'M^^ ^
/v%n (
)A A w *  r V(*-t-M* "1» „
> u ‘ - M * )  L  ('w ‘' M ’‘)(\»/*- A - x') i
2W*(w-My V'Am.) M flW*-(W-At) M  __ 8 W*- (w-w)  ^
(Wf M Ÿ  (S^M)*(w+<aix)
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/6VW* (w-Am.) M ^ aM|X£w- ( w-w) M _*. /vt,
gw*-(w->x,yw-M) jv,  --- — 3
—  -----------------------T “ / hi . . » r  _ /l*A
AxX W T W y  (jN-^ -M^  * (w*<a«.)
_ Can)'
Ax(>w*- A-v*?^
 —  M  j ------Awuy  ^  ^
^twyw+As.) (W-ri'*')^  (w'ôU.)f vi-r*) '
* „  , ... » ...... M. - . “...,.....rt,.
(\w+aw»y Cw^-M'y ^ CMj-m^cw+tiw.)  ^ m x >»»+Ah«.^
_  ^  Aw(w+ A*) 0|^ K.
(w+Aw^)(\wtM) " tv-»-a«0*Cw*-M’) '*
can
/V%L
V  r w V M *  1 i
-Ma + — A  (vr-av^)v,—  yv,^  _ _ÂÙtlz^5)p!îi^ti,rl«
.,. 4^,  ;vj +. AC^ 4>n>Ky>fc/-/^ ) u, ^
(w-t- (w+ M) )(\W+<a»K) "
__ .^Cw+n^X'W'AvK^ ^1 /ilA -  ^ r 1 * w
W ( W + ' /Vh\A)^ [ J ^
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A x * ( v - m ^ V i  ^  & V M *  V i M  _  i \ j (  V ,
(W + A ^y  (W-tM')’  ' ^  (w-t A-w)*" (*/■»• iU .y ( w tM y  *
+ g  vjC w+nx\ i>, / j  _  saw^ fw->»^) V, ^  _ ( a v j^ W  r  1^,,
(Vf + ^ t f * -  J ^
VfCw-MVw.A#.K . a \a/* ^  _ v/Cw--M)(w-X)^ t  A w 'v /-
Ar\W-*-M) t  ()u ^  A'm'Xv/*- )  A(WfM) /
^ w (y/ m^ ) ^ _ a/V)W(W'Aw,'^  ^ A w * ^ 7^
^  (>I-4A^)( tM ) ^ ^  A ( W+M) ^ ^
wC)k- AwO(W-M)^^ , AM/* V j^  > ^  ^
^ A ^  ^ (^^M)Çyu‘t4SU.) *
( v - M  w-fu. ^  ^LiSil^^'rh-lX M
I \m + m ■w.-ju. y  "  A(W +M ) ? J '^ '•'
w
Mf
W-Av.
" ( ^ M,. = \t $ ^ 1  ‘ ""
p| ^  ^ AVU| ^  [v/'M]) ^  ^
(W'tM)‘^Cw-M)(W4-A.^ ) (WtM)* fW't-.W.) (M/‘«'.U^ )(W-I'M\^  (W-Mj * ^
mjaCMJ
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— -“77---;% % (w-f<»»y'w-M') +. Cw -/.k)Owvivo\  r1 ,a
(W-fA.)Cv+MT '  ^ ^ .
_  (an)'-AW r
mmCm/*— L Ml'— A/%^ J
which we may write ae
H « AH (18.34)
where A » (a^j ) ia a 12 x 12 matrix and n « (ll^ )^ » H * (M^) 
are both 12 x 1 matrices.
The next step is to relate the il ; to the individual 
multipole amplitudes. This ie done in the next section.
Table 9
/me
1
2
3
4
3
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
(f>,.ltl>k t-k-kkt-) '■
{ 1  t f *
^ ? y^'^k(hMt-(hh)k 
(f...it K-É - k*) ' ’• '«'V vv/,
(k-k k * ~ K  t A z )  • v ;  Y ' 4  i V - ’A I
•’  ^^"‘ k(h*^) • £ ~^i*f>t).i^'t\ l>i -' '•S - V*.*t
*• Vi I v  IeMO-î .• -ii'iK'fk*! Vi ^ V- kO>.-h)t-(k-h}k
• I V ;  C V*’ A - is'Vt V'/t) " Î VrV?^
( v4  ->s'v fc V'*)
I'V’-A t -(k'*f’>) k
{v't - {Az-O-kV'tlA
Table 10 I,
L
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
ki
I S.)
; k' «.)
, A'
o-« k  9^" ^ A- !
g.(u (jX« ^ f
^ 5 ^  g^ *i ^ c/:>g
T -'- A' s *■ ^  3"' Î
fe". k 5^“ ^  +• k  ^ -‘k^k-i
^ ; Ct*'- s^ *‘) *- £?*' *'3*'^ )^ . C k “ t) 
^  g^ 'L -*■ ( g*")X k ip
\H'^-'V-'^') ^  £V».^a:w) j j.
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19. General Form of the Pauli Transition Matrix for the 
Photodisintegration of the Deuteron.
The general form of the Pauli transition matrix for 
deuteron photodisintegration has been given p r e v i o u s l y ^ ^  , 
but not in a form suitable for the application of dispersion 
relations. To obtain the matrix in such a form, we follow 
a method due to L.D. Pearlstein and A. Klein who
^Pp7>y it to the special case of dipole and quadrupole 
transitions to 5, p and D-wave final states.
In the centre-of-momentum system, the amplitude 
required may be written as
^  s  /nry It  cm/j I (19.1)
where jC and ^  are unit vectors in the direction of 
incidence of the photon and in the direction of relative 
motion of the outgoing nucleons respectively, "X specifies 
the polarization of the photon, 5  ^ the spin of the final 
nucleons and the z-components of the final and
initial spins respectively.
Expanding in angular momentum states,
<  ^  ^ t., h w  i
ILL'
L*S' J i's* X O^ y (19*2)
< 1 \ 'V/ '•s- XLiX  ^I L-l 1^3^ f L* Cj>'k)
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where hL* 3 the usual
Clelsch-Gordon ooefflcient. In equation (19«2) iJ refers 
to the final-state orbital angular momentum, h to the 
initial state multipole and p « 0 for electric transitions, 
p a l  for magnetic transitions, and jEg, denotes the parity 
% e  operator of interest is the one with respect to 
the spin-spaee of the deuteron and the emergent nucleons. 
Defining the triplet spin operator 5 by § =- 
and
= 1 ( =- i
~ » C5x- : s^) ' i ♦ vï-O
then any spin operator 0 can be written in the form
oP O  a s.* + «df/1 o//o> 3*
-*-<»o|ol «o') 4 o)lô>,^»SiS-
-+<ll|o||-^ ') û)l-0 (19.3)
—  ^|-l| o| '*0 t f*'
^<oo| ©In') r. C
^Coo\ oil.')! (g-Y - I
^ioo] o) in') t «rç> «ra-» - <T? <rf* )
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Applying equation (19.3) to (ig.Z) we obtain, for the 
oaso \ a 1,
/fcl T(vw|t'>> ' U.|>
V l  jtc’St
+  ^ L ' )  L i ' O  . 2 .  S - ^  (^‘h
iX04.<^*T|| L/#û> >5 5*5iu
-V L* * 1 Ll  S i I Lito^ % f  A 5^.^- — f +
- a-i| £-» ^  X.» M
^  < 1* i - n ) i - ' « 3 o X ^ i î d i  L ii-0 z s ^  Y j_r(Ü;
^ 1,* A / X 1 6.H-0 ^  (^'^
-  ^  L' II - I  j i - v 3 o \  U M -l')  i  C'-S^') S3 Y^ r^ (J ‘^ ^
j ^ ^ ' o 3 L o ) i , ' o x a ' > ^ l . i X a . |  C l ' )
SLt*/?c ^
{A. f î^* ) V(^.
■ < t ’  o i o j  t ' o t  i X ^ '  ^ i |  i i t o ' )
<1l' 0601 L*o%d')^ !. 1x 01 LM-j*)-^ ( ^5't- <;* ^ (Tîi* )Tc"gÈ‘^/2)?
“V
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and similarly for )\ « -1. Rewriting tn terms
of fjpy we then obtain the following set of operators and 
their equivalent invariant forms.
u ( < * ( » ) ‘  A t ]  PJ<ph
<«> =-^^L'fL'+,) 5. t 3.k Pt'C^ -h - A  5 f AM.jt ?L.'(k-h
- a  r(§. If)‘  A  <■ A  A -  A f  AX: A) j
Fi>(k-k) = j A k  !  - C i - A r  A * - f e A ) A t  £ §-A
-a&. £ 5.fe- A k ] - A. A «[A - 6-A>‘J -va [p.|f i. fe_s.^ j5. J
■ v a s . .  [ f - A A f p .  s . A ? ] p ; < A . A ) - *  ^ [ ( A A r  ( 2. A  t z * s . n . k )
-  A-A ( S z s . A  v s . A s .  t )  +k t  ^k((3.lpy~s')']  Pt " (AA)
^  4  (A -f) r  A-. A 2.  A -  5.  A r  Pi '"(A-A)
i '« s , s _  5 . A  ?*•(«?.A)
L* lit%s. [  1 - 0 .  A y ]  A ;  / I '(A  A) 
ivi» ( u ) *  S j S .  A) .=.  ^ -L'fL'v,) a. A l - f  /J.(A'A3 -V as . A l l  A A R '(A  A)
^ a  [ 6 . A y  A A A t  -  S. A l A A  z ]  R.,"(A.A)2
WK> P t - 0 > k )  ^ 7 3 % ^  A  At. - (S. A)* A 2 - l A  A < 4r a  A  A i A s . t
- a-s.A 1 € 1 pj (A-A) 
iv«î) S..S3 p„(A-Aj - ^  t 5.A P..O-A)
f») i+ (i-s,) Sj p^ ,(A.A) = :é. ^ 5. A -  & . /o*] A•< R. (A A)
(X) (L+')* - »î? -V «Sj' - U*' 3% ) P*<AA) = 2 ^  [«.'(«."V,)
[(lf’' t )  R'(A A ) -  a A ‘ A (A’'O R.-'(A -A) + J î(A A (^ A « t)-A -A  k j^ (kn)\PJ(k 'h  ]
(X/) LvC’r ^ i ' - f  ’k'! 1"")^ (Ÿ V VAA'(A-0PJ
«»•) (  <r<>' _ r5? «TÎ' ^ P .^ -A ) *  R,(AA)
— 1X0 —
The equivalent Invariant forme oan be obtained by 
continued application of the relation
(19.6)
for any vector
Substituting (19*5) in (19*4) and evaluating the 
Clelsch-Oordon coefficients, after much straightforward 
but tedious algebra, one obtains
F / /f> ' H ' k  (19.7)
wher* th* A: are given In Table 10, and the M ; by
K) [ n:t»« *
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H:
-  kiPA; «-) [ i A ^ J ‘1 - ^ S I r ’''*”'’^ “ * ‘ ^ ' " ' ”‘^  ''"''^'4
” "') [t ^ tT « ' I
— ^A6±)— .]‘5 Lfiv,)
I»; 1^ T  I ^^(1.-0 “ i  ^  9?J(pmÛ) -*-*f C^ U>*9)R*'teél^
- X12
MJ = *o[i:cJ,xx,..ol 1 “ altZ) ■" ]
^ f j ^ j  " $ — üà',) - L ,  ‘^“
^ f^ Lv.) [ai.fLv!'yl!zyt4-ôr [  “
^ [ % ]  \ ~ \ . u  -?>■'
M. = [ i T Ô ^ ] '  { - - ^
•vl>,(i'.‘'î^‘-) [atfilo ] [ Ifiv,) ^
- 1X3 -
Ms = ]' T T T
- t, (<-.*-; « 0  j  u ( Mi)  ^‘•"'(‘"^J
-*■ t,C*'-^'.‘-i ^ .vO f (i+,y^  iiyai.v5)] ^
l^,,(ui.L-. 4.y) -XTT" ^ 3^
— XX4 —
.1, (w,z; -fef prwi^
I T T  « ‘* « -  < ^ ï S a f  n i § &  « : y
* ki w ,  f i ô S ^ „ 7 |  ’■•'«-«I PA«.i
- • î ï f  X"C“ «  j  
■*I , [ % ] "  J t  %'(-* ’■ - " % % ■  Al:»«3
H, . ] '7~
[ ^ z î à W ^  TSTÔ-'Î'"'-'
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"»,) [3 7^ ] ' * ( T 7 ^  ’’-■<“■« 3
..kCk'i"..) [
^ I , " i - i  [ïr]' j " "^X— Zi'c«>*j *  iiî.'ô"’' ^
H j  = IfrH*-; A )  j
- - n f t f  - - r ^ V . w j j  
^  & k «  - g # & R y
— XX6 —
~ (L^(A*) P*- (“»w|
\ S . f e
■* Ti."^»)}
f t ]'
* ^ 1 7^ " - - - ^ ‘ /’‘■(“ « I
H , =  p.) '‘"'■“ " I
■’W ‘-'-‘-i‘-) [^( J x ^ . Ti ] ' {' n.'’-"C“’«i - ^  P - ' c - e ]
[r^T{■zh-’^'^ '^ - - T ^  «•"‘"'^1
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+L,(i-f,i-i ric.) [ f  j- R V O  -% f , )  R.’\«»« j 
=  u . * - ;  K )  - j r h ? r  { *  ^  c » , 9 T j \ u , ( ! i ' ^
-k 1(41) Mi«) -]""- a (IT,) ^ i
4 LC^A: ML.,) - TTJ c^ell"(o»fi)j
M„ = - io 0 - . IS  M  [ - ^ ] ’ - i r W "
M L  (l.,/.; Me.,)
+  L [ a(L-t^âl-o ] " ^  ^
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. k C w ;  t a » ” »)- “ » R V > « 3
‘ [TTâ^zzrT 1  ^  j
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20. The Application of Unitarity to Deuteron Photo-
dialntegration.
The application of unitarity to deuteron photo- 
die Integration is well known  ^ and we outline it here
for the sake of oompleteness.
For a fixod angular momentum J, parity final spin
and a given multipole, the possible reaction channels are
n ♦ p — ► n ♦ p
Y ♦ d — > n ♦ p (20.1)
Y + d  ►Y ♦ d
The submatrix of the transition amplitude referring 
to tho processos (20.1) may be taken to be symmetric. Denoting 
the initial and final orbital angular momenta by h and jS 
respectively, the submatrix T takes the form
T,= ‘■^1 j (20.2)
I L  fJ
where b^ and b^ are the appropriate multipole amplitudes
and A is the amplitude for Y + d  Y ♦ d. The unitarity
of the S-matrix implies that, on the energy shell,
T -  =  -  2 ;  T ^ 7 ~  ( 2 0 . 3 )
—  1 2 0  —
In the représentation in which the n-p scattering is 
diagonal the complete submatrix has the form
To =
(20.4)
which is unitarily connected to Tt by
T i =
where
U^ ' 7o U
on f «CJU. t
o o
0
1
Applying (20.3) to (20.4), we obtain 
Ajl = /Mj./ ^
!&
.-6-
l»^ = / < (*
Making use of equation (20.5) we see that 
i, a £n t !i_ — jC/vw t ejS
&%. =. i4. t CSj V On 1
(20.5)
(20.6)
(20.7a)
(20.7b)
(20.8)
In the case of uncoupled states, (20.7) simply becomes
U  Ini (20.9)
From equation# (20.?), (20#8) and (20.g) we find 
that the appropriate expression# relating the multipole 
amplitudes for the deuteron disintegration to the scattering
phase shifts are
L(3,3j ?x)
-
L  ^ï-.) r
r
h „
% J M  ) ^
k  ( 3, x-ij r
k (  3.5-1; f;_J =
k( 3,5-1; r I « ■' %
k  (3,5-1; r\) -
«iî I r\,*) ?5 f r\,p|
a
^
k  ( Ej.,) s
^ * ‘5 If*-.>1 ««txl f I
 ^3 1 1 « + e«P fX /  Mx, p y .■€* ^ •*'1*
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21. The Dispersion Relations.
Using the standard procedures for contracting the 
photon and one of the nucleons» we may write the S-*matrix 
as a retarded commutator of the photon and nucleon currents, 
and , which are defined by
 ^ ' (21.1)
The result ie
i W )  X
I  I  f j i )  , U- O l K  3 )  f /  (^21.2)
/v^
where the retarded commutator R is defined by
(21.3)
and is a polynomial of arbitrary degree n, arising
from an equalr-tines singularity in a T«*product. However we 
are going to write unsubtracted dispersion relations (21.10), 
thus implicitly assuming to be zero, and consequently 
will treat it as such for the remainder of this section.
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Defining the amplitude by
S(^ (21.4)
GO that
we have
( kÿ >■ f
^^=1—  ^<^ .^.//?ftfo,-:-H)j/«/.*)iX2i.6)
The absorptive amplitude Aj^ can then be obtained 
from (21*6) in the usual mannor* Inserting a complete set 
of physical states and performing a space^time integration, 
we find
(21.7)
where
(21.8)
The lowest mass states corresponding to fÿ'and R ft)
are given in Figures 10 and 11 respectively.
The diagrams of Figure 10 have a discrete pole at t> * /i ^ 
(the deuteron intermediate state) and branch outs starting 
at the physical threshold for the reaction, namely t? m km *
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A section of this physical cut is **unphysical*^ in the 
sense that for values of u near |ooa 91 > 1. The 
explicit relation is, given fixed, then this region
extends over all values of V which satisfy
(v7- Za V- ^  f (21.10)
i.e. for all v? such that
/* ^  V ^  ^ (21.11)
where V mux 1* the solution of
(y- (21.12)
Xn practice this unphysical region can be made
arbitrarily small by choosing "V; sufficiently small, and
vanishes altogether in the limit of V, 0. This latter
limit corresponds to 90^ for the outgoing nucleons in the
centre of momentum system.
The true unphysical region comes from the crossed cuts
of Figure 11. There are two discrete poles at V^ t Jlv^
(the one-nude on intermediate states) plus branch cuts
starting at V -  t which arise
(07)
from the anomalous threshold of the d-np vertex ^ . The
same anomalous threshold is present also in the next 
highest mass state. Figure lib, for which the expected
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normal thresholds are at v?*=-
The spectrum of the invariant amplitudes ia
thus
C V'
V, V* V.,
with
v?fl = X l v , l  ~ ^  AjJ (21.13a)
U_ ■= M*- SlIv I^ (21.13b)
(21.13.)
(21.13d)
= A (21.13.)
•» X2Ô —
For the crossed diagrams, the imaginary part of the 
amplitude is related to processes such as the radiative 
absorption of an anti-nucleon by the deuteron, and to the 
structure of the deuteron through the anomal ou a singularities 
of the d-np vertex. Although it is clear in principle 
how these latter singularities can be included we
shall ignore them in calculation, as well as the rest of 
the unphysical region with the exception of the pole-terma.
Xn this approximation we can write the dispersion relations 
as
' 0 (u- - Y) V ^ J V*“ L?- it (21.14)
with the pole terms separated explicitly.
Writing equations (l9»8) - (19*19) symbolically as
He - ? (21.15)
we can put
M. - A// M; « Afj ^  ^  f i "k- t>vQ^ >J j (21.16)
We assume that (21.16) is valid for the whole of the 
cut on the positive real axis, including the region for 
which |c03 9f > 1. Then equations (21.14), (21.16) and (20.10) 
constitute a complete statement of the problem.
Figure 10.
A)
O
«I
a) deuteron pole
b) elastic %i^ p reacattering out
c)» d) lowest mass inelastic cuts.
Figure 11
Ai
)
h
k
k
A
a) proton and neutron eroesed polee
b) pion«>nucleon crossed cuts
c) part of figure ll(b) exhibiting the nearest anomalous
singularity
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22. Vertex Functiona and the Dleerete Contributions.
The contributions of the pole-^terms to the dispersion 
relations may be obtained directly from a knowledge of the 
Y-p, Y-n# Y-0 and D-np vertex functions, on the mass-shell.
1) Y-N vertex.
where is the invariant momentum transfer.
r,W) = i e, + (22.2)
where and are respectively the proton and neutron
anomalous magnetic moments in units of the nucleon Dohr 
magneton.
2) d-np vertex.
This vertex has been discussed extensively by several 
authors,(^^*96,97) The argument we give is due to 
Blankenbecler et a l . .
Consider the matrix element
L . f « | j ) (22.3)
Vriting the delta-funotion as an integral, contracting the 
neutron and using equation (2,6), wo find
t I f  « . 8-^
I d" -e ^ (22.4)
— X28 —
where P — j A = %
The integration over the c.n« co*^ordinate may now be 
performed, and introducing the Fourier transform of 
by
4/0*3 = cij‘ ( - t ' ^ 3
we find
(22.5)
» Çxny* £(.^ -*'^ -d) (SLK)^  iX G. i!^i 1 r ■'/rfCa'J (22.6)
where T(b\ â) is the Fourier transform of the generalised 
interaction
Equation (22*6) is then a complete covariant description 
of the d-np vertex. However the functions Tfyl^Jeaxd •4gt(d*J 
are not known except in the non-relativistio limit, and to 
proceed to this limit we follow the prescription given by 
K.£. Salpeter , Xn essence, the generalised interaction
replaced by a interaction which is quite general 
except that it depends only on ^ % • This is
equivalent to replacing the Lorents invariant, and hence 
retarded, interaction by an interaction which is instant­
aneous. We may then introduce an equal-time amplitude 
as the integral over âo of . Xn the non-relativistic
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limit, reduces to the Schrodinger wave-funotioxi. Xf
we use the Schrodinger equation in conjunction with the 
instantaneous potential in equation (22.6), then
L - - ^  a(/^ j (/.** (U (22.7)
whore
Since S ( may be replaced by £ ( 4^ )
(making a slight approximation by adding , which ie
numerically negligible), we require to construct ^
the neighbourhood of
It is straightforifard to show that we can write
«f<( «Î.3 = izv 7 ^ ^  f''*' Â
-t ( [other terms ^ (22.3)
where ^ is defined by
(22.»
N may be expressed in terms of the effective range
by
K/’*- -  _________ (22.10)
- 1 3 0  -
to give finally
1 =  SCh'y^-d) ^  ^22.11)
with ^  =-
In general, there are four possible transitions for 
d-n,p and consequently there should be four invariants 
associated with the d-n,p vertex. However, on the mass- 
shell (which is the case in question), this reduces to two^^^^. 
Thus we write
1 c i n y v r ^
which satisfies the usual invariance and symmetry requirements, 
and reduces to the correct form in the non-relativis tic limit# 
Talking this limit and comparjng with (22*11) gives immediately
A .  0- f,)
(22.13)
f f0 . li A^ï ^a*
3) Y-P vertex*
The requirements of horents covariance and gauge 
invariance lead us to write the following form for the matrix 
element of the current operator between one-deuteron states
^  A'l >(»| 5; ^  i { £-5";t,isf;;L
^ k  4. cih]Sj (22,1k)
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where ^ ^
To determine the mass-sholl values of A, B, C« note
that
) " <id'l Id) ' i(d'~ k-d) (22.15)
In the liiait Ç  > 0  the left hand side of eqnation (p.14)
is the expectation value of the total charge operator, and 
by comparison with (3*13) we can show immediately that
A(p; =- e  (22,16)
the total charge of the deuteron.
Operating with i V  on the space component of
equation (3,14), we have, in the limit, k ----
i iB>) (22.17)
which is just the magnetic moment operator, and so can be
written
d'l 5 !«<') , i (fc‘*+ (22.18)
where "ISi is the deuteron magnetic moment in units of 
nuclear Bohr magnetons.
Comparing this with (4,13) we find
■g,{oj =. (22.19)
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Finally operate with ^ on the time-
component of equation (3.13). Taking the limit of k — » o 
we obtain
<^^'1  ^ I (22.20)
which is just the quadrupole-moment operator, and eo ie 
equal to
_ e S i  (22.21)
where Q is the deuteron quadrupole moment. Comparing this 
with (3.13) we find
Cco3 w "a (22.22)
The vertex functions may bo combined appropriately 
according to equations (3.6), (3,9) and the intermediate 
spin seems trivially performed. After some tedious, but 
straightforward, algebraic manipulation, we obtain the 
discrete contributions given in Table 11.
Table 11. The Dlacrete Contributions
Charge Singlet
i 0 ^ '
*  a8a7 e
1 A A.*»  ^ 1
a - M A a / n A p ^ » B  A ?
2
0«U|
A V - «
>VKV| L vT V i J
3
A'VK. U d M
k
a  A—
5 8*ïî ^  r * »
A & <
V,
6
B'8'^  « a d A e
R.#hMü, V f
7
A
8 £uV3£K-it‘A U |
+  P'ÎJ'^ -e CJiai-u,! 
A  u, /VKU,
9 - [•-is'"X'“
1 0 - j a t * £ K r K ' ^ ^ 3
A w
a A w ,  "Vba
/*K ( M  +  dwk)
1 1
A'VL^
1 2 A A  'vk'-
' ' ' '
The charge triplet can be obtained by replacing 
by T** and putting all fl to zero.
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23* Solution of the Dispersion Relations at Low Energ:ies 
For the restricted calculations considered here, 
that is the calculation of the dipole transition amplitudes 
at low energies, it is convenient to express the dispersion 
relations in terms of the amplitudes t-j and of 
Section 13 and the amplitudes K of Section l6 rather 
than the general amplitudes ty (3|*-j and
of Section 19. This can be done directly from equations
(13.3) t o (13.6} and (16.4) to give
■* 7if6T»-5/4).)£„
-t L -c f»î -e Ji
II -  - Jl T  fJ - 3 W  V |  r -  - < î . v  p  . ; & & ) !
^ (aît fe» j ^ n ^ ) \  ra ^ **" tj J
H« - o 
K/& =^0
"'.' \ ^ ' ï ^ < i ; ; f e r , s  i f — ■'"--
C 6 5 ,  -4/0 fi»-» *^**’ 7  
H  _ C *» ): irA.*^ V ___________ A>*/V,
^ 2 Arxt, ) Oo^ A*- (hiry'*(a’fj*'»- ('W’-A'»i^ '*i’-
I-»-' - ^ f  "• <■“ "• - ' " J
v^*-Ai*) **“ J
+ f- rk^‘ - i  *^.4. V  ’^ ‘ ]
Un = O
1 1 ^ ; ( ** V  ^  k  Ç 6 »r I
+ ---- --------------^  f  M ,
- iC^SL
•ft
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We define the ampXltudee K to be zero for 
By considering equations (23.1) for two different 
values of the "momentum transfer" , say and
we may extract the dipole amplitudes alone, to give
-J 1/^ — X^i
M.V.) - Ha<v,)
i ( » » r.- - f., -»• ' - t  (6T,- i/O -e- ' ‘“1
^ J V»-
> f— ? ___tik?... • £Z? rMo V  ^  Ma -e* '
L Arrfc ) (07T3*"^ .(A?y'& ^
Vk- V;
> f l(>- y*w n _ Va
( ^»rfe5 (Snri''-U.fTŸ- P '  ^ ^
- X3É #
If we now define the matrlcee 5  ( i ) nmd
( /yn/i ) =  ( - ^ i  )• where (lO) s 1, (ll) e  2, (12) s. 3, 
(32) s  k and (o) e  1, (2) s  2, by
i} ■* -to - (29
to f f (’27*5»-^ -^,) 6 5»)
-i-S^
A^A*i 60/w
(23.3)
and
^^^jrko a/ "1Sk-X^
(a n) R/ww
(23.4)
and denote their inverses by ( ^ ) and ( j )
respectively, then
-I r Va. M — Vi 7
Et,C«> ‘ . ,^ '— j
(23.5)
- U», Mfc V,) ^
f  s : i  r
=4- ~  Ji “Jk'”-”') '1»%'''
i/ •
- Wi Mk(w,WK) 1
-
(23.6)
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•Applying the diepereion relations (21.14) to the 
occurring in (23.5) and (23.6), then
»?/?fcCViVO J Ok I I 23 >?)
I i/V- V Vb- V - V yr \ V ^ v  J
oO
. Pk, (p,0,) I (  Olr^  (v\'l^ i\ cân. ?
   :;7^  y
Pk Cv*,Vt> OAkv») , fl<r\v«0»^  l__f Ai^ Tk-ü\Ox\ AwI V Vb-17 VjT'- V ^ \  ^ "V - V
The occurring in the integrands in (23,7) and
(23.8) nay be related back to all the B and of
Section 13 by equations (23.l). Since we are interested
only in the dipole amplitudes, we can extract the terms
in (23.7) and (23.8) depending on the quadrupole
amplitudes and the "mesonic" amplitudes K. and write 
(23*7) and (23.8) symbolically as
(23»9)
1)'- L;
— 138 —
In (23*9) la the contribution arising from
the pole-termSf ( y w  that arising from the Integration 
over the quadrupole amplitudes and that arising
from the integration over the "mesonic" amplitudes.
If and are considered as known# then
equation (23.9) forms a set of integral equations for 
the dipole amplitudes.
We solve equations (23.9) for the amplitudes# 
assuming the phaeo-shifts to bo given, the solution being 
carried out for the two sets of phase-shifts considered 
in Part 2 - namely the Y«L.A.K. set of Drelt et 
and the Signell-Marshak set^^^ 4#Cv3 was evaluated 
in each case using the appropriate quadrupole amplitudes 
of Part 2. This contribution is found to be very small#
except at very low energies, because of the factor
n\u V ; . .
 ;-------r occurring in equations (23.I) . Even
at low energies# the contribution of ^ i s  still
not considerable# because at these onergies the pole
contribution ie dominant. Even at photon energies
of 50 MeV, TCfio} is still contributing to some 70% of
the right-hand-side of equation (23*9) was
evaluated using the amplitudes K of Section I6. These
- 139 •
latter were evaluated with a 6% D-state phenomenological
deuteron wave-function, and hard-core wave-functions of
the type (15*5) with the phase-shifts obtained by a
suitable extrapolation of the and T.L.A.M.o —
phase-shifts. The results were checked with experiment 
and found to give agreement similar to that obtained 
by L.D. Pearlstein and A* Klein^^^^#
The solution for the dipole amplitudes E 1^ 3 and 
was carried out for photon energies up to 50 MeV# The 
results are given for the two cases in Table l4 and the 
corresponding cross-section parameters in Table 15#
The latter are compared with experiment in Figures 12 
and 13#
Due to the comparitive crudeness of our approximations 
and calculations, we cannot justifiably draw any rigid 
conclusions from these results.
The dispersion relations solution is satisfactory up 
to photon laboratory energies of about 35 MeV, but 
thereafter starts diverging rather rapidly from the 
experimental rosuits# That agreement should be obtained
as high as 35 MeV must be considered satisfactory in 
view of having ignored completely the cuts arising from 
the crossed diagrams and the cut from the anomalous
- l4o •
threshold of the d-np vertex#
The transition amplitudes obtained are sufficiently 
similar to those obtained in the conventional calculations 
to make it impossible to decide which of the two sets of 
phase-shifts is to be preferred, although the transition 
amplitudes obtained from dispersion relations resemble 
those obtained from tho T#L#A#H# phase parameters more 
closely than they do those obtained from Signe11-Marshak 
phase parameters#
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Zk, Concluslona
We have seen that the conventional theory of the 
photodisintegration is sufficient to explain the existing 
experimental data reasonably veil up to photon laboratory 
enorgieo of 130 MeV. These calculations» hovever, 
are not without their ambiguities and uncertainties*
By a suitable choice of the deuteron D«>8tate probability, 
different (albeit similar) sets of phase parameters can 
reproduce the experimental data within the limits of 
experimental error# It seems unlikely that any 
distinction can be raado from experiment for some time yet* 
Some more insight may possibly be obtained by the inclusion 
of higher multipolee than the dipole and quadrupole 
(which is at present being carried out by M .L * Kustgi 
et and by a complete assessment of the effects
of retardation*
The application of dispersion relations seems the 
most natural way to proceed, since this avoids the 
ambiguities and uncertaif#tiv3 of the conventional approach* 
We have seen that * even in a simple approximation# the 
dispersion relations can give as good a result as the 
conventional theory in the energy range at which the
« 142 -
approximation is pertinent* To extend the present 
calculations to higher energies it is necessary to include 
the cut arising from the anomalous threshold of the d»np 
vortex* Less important is a more exhaustive treatment 
of the one pion intermediate state and at least a 
qualitative assessment of the effect of the two*pion 
intermediate state*
A discussion of the photodisintegration of the 
deuteron in the Handelstarn representation should certainly 
be feasible* A treatment of the photodisintegration 
analogous to that of II*P. N o y e s f o r  nucleon-nucleon 
scattering* in which the u» and say,
could be expressed as analytic functions depending on a 
limited number of parameters would seem the best approach. 
Such a scheme, taken in conjunction with the recent 
strides being made in the phase shift analysis, should 
allow a fairly complete description of deuteron 
photodisintegration to be made*
- 14) •
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Appendix 1. Hass Values and Other Constant^*
Ve take the currently accepted values for the masses 
as follows.
Mass of charged pion » 139#63 * 0*06 HeV
Mass of neutral pion « 135*04 - 0*l6 HeV
Mass of proton # 938#^13* 0*01 MeV
Hass of neutron w 939«506^ 0*01 HeV
Hass of deuteron a 1875*5 HeV
Since we ignore the mass differences between the 
charged and neutral particles, we take the weighted mean 
for the pion and the nucleon, to give
p « 133*10 HeV 
and m » 933*86 HeV 
The binding energy of the deuteron is taken to be
e « -2*225 HeV*
The nucleon and deuteron magnetic moments, and the 
deuteron quadrupole moment are taken to be
Yp » 2*79276 - 0*00006 Bohr magnetons
Y^ 0-1*91304 Î 0*00010 Bohr Magnetons
Yjj » 0*8574lli 0.000019 Bohr Magnetons
Q - 2.738 - 0.014 X lO"^^ ca^.
The deuteron scattering length is taken to be
rl3w 1*704 X 10 cm,
to b.and
0.02667 4^  D-#tat*
0.02487 6^ D>etata.
Appendix 2. The Y-Matrtoes
Our choice of Y-matrioee is
Y - U o ,
where
» -i) ^ ° (-r o
w i t h  I » / , o \  /  o , \ ^  / o - i  \ /, o
L  L .
We define
and the charge conjugate matrix
O cr-
C  -  '« o 'iS â . -
<r^  o
Appendix 3. Relations between Energies in the Laboratory
and Centre-of-Moiaentum Systems.
Denote quantities referring to the laboratory system 
by primest and those in the c.m. system unprimed. Let 
particle *1* be the target (stationary in the laboratory 
system) and particle *2* the incident particle. Let 
be the energies, including rest energies and ^
the momenta, with moduli • Let P' be the total
momentum in the laboratory system and ^  6- k>) the 
momenta in the c.m. system, with modulus j> , for either 
particle, and W, V/' the total energies in the two systems.
Since the 4-vector scalar product is invariant under 
Lorentz transformations,
'
i.e. _
, V,.*- p*-
- — /x
- t- 4- ^4
Thus for nucleon-nucleon scattering 
^   ^ -t f ^
and for deuteron photodialntegratlon#
In the o.n. eye tern, the photon energy km is given by
SLW
Photon Laboratory Energy to C ent re-of-Mom en tum Energy;
V Ey V
5 1880,43 130 2001,25
10 1885,47 l4o 2010,47
13 1890.42 150 2019,90
20 1895,40 175 2043,01
25 1900,26 200 2065.08
30 1905,25 225 2083.35
35 1910,24 250 2110,71
40 1914,94 275 2132,83
45 1919.90 300 2154,74
50 1924,84 325 2176.30
60 193'», 43 350 2197.90
70 1944.22 375 2219.35
80 1953.71 400 2240,35
90 1963,42 425 2261,15
100 1972.82 450 2281,65
110 1982,42 475 2302.07
120 1991,73 500 2322,49
By and W in HeV.
Nucleon Laboratory Scattering Enerpy to Centre,of Momentum
»e W V
10 1882.8 180 1 9 6 5 . 7
20 1887.6 200 1 9 7 4 . 8
3 0 1892,6 220 1984,7
40 1897.4 240 1 9 9 4 , 0
5 0 1 9 0 2 . 6 2 6 0 2 0 0 3 . 5
6 0 1 9 0 7 , 4 280 2 0 1 2 , 9
70 1 9 1 2 , 3 3 0 0 2022,1
80 1 9 1 7 , 3 400 2 0 6 8 . 0
90 1 9 2 2 , 2 5 0 0 2 1 1 3 * 0
100 1 9 2 7 , 2 6 0 0 2 1 5 7 . 0
110 1 9 3 1 . 8 7 0 0 2200.0
120 1 9 3 6 , 7 800 2242,0
1 3 0 1 9 4 1 , 6 9 0 0 2284,0
140 1946,5 1000 2 3 2 5 , 0
1 3 0 1 9 5 1 . 3
1 6 0 1 9 5 6 . 0
E , U in MeV.
Appendix 4, Phenoaenologioal Deuteron Vave-Fuaotions.
Although the exact form of the deuteron wave function 
can only be obtained by a knowledge of the potential 
acting in the bound state# reasonable deuteron wave-functions 
may be constructed by assuming suitable functional forms 
containing several parameters, which can be varied to fit 
existing data on the neutron-proton system.
The data which can be used for this purpose are the 
deuteron binding energy £ (which detexwiines the asymptotic 
form of the wave-functions by equation ($.14))# the deuteron 
magnetic moment 1&(which gives an estimate of the D-state 
probability through equation (6.6)) the electric quadrupole 
moment Q (equation (6.13)) and the deuteron effective range,
(equation (?.18)).
The functional forms chosen are those suggested by 
L. Hu1thin and H. Sugawara of the form
u =■ 40 = o> The normalization factor H
is obtained from equation (?.18) as
/V/A = — — ----
» -
Taking « 0.4316 x 10**^^ca. (i.e# *^c « O.l) and 
/v^ m 1.704 X lo“^^ca., then
. 7.6579 % 10*^^ cm”^.
and the parameters g# Y, Syw^e^are given by
«'d 8 Y «In g.
3f» 8,237 3.155 0,02942
4^ 7.961 3.798 0.02666
5% 7.699 4.346 0.02514
6'A 7.451 4.799 0.02486
The values for deuteron D-state probabilities of 
3^# 4^ and 5^ are given in reference . The last
case, a 6^ has been calculated.
Appendix 5. The Allowed Transitions.
Let L be the total angular momentum of the photon, 
the orbital angular momentum in the final state, and
the initial and final spins and ^ the total angular momentum.
Conservation of angular momentum requires that for 
triplot-triplet transitions,
/--  ^ (A3.1)
A*-/
h'-n
and for triplet-singlet transitions,
Î
L'-tf
Parity conservation on the other hand, demands that 
for eleotrie pole transitions
(-I)'-' » <-!)*'
i.e. L » i i" #2/k ( & Oy d, . . . .  ^ (A)• 3)
and for magnetic 2^ pole transitions,
(-I)*-*» (-1)^^
i.e. L »  L* -I ± C 'v.c . ) (A3.4)
Coaiblnlng the requirements of (A5«1) to (A3.4) we 
can construct the following table of allowed transitions.
Table of Allowed Transitions *
L J L Hultipole s Parity
i; J-'+l
1
h Electric 2^ 1 ( - 1 ) ^
L L
1
L tt 1
l ' J-'-l L' w 1
1
L ll-H M 1
L' J-'-l
M 1
U l_'t| Magnetic 2^ 1
L' L' U'-v/ # 1
L' L ’ It 1 . 0 -
f
L L'- 1 i'-i n 1 C O - '
L h' l' Electric 2^ 0 ( - I ) * -
l ' V Hagnotio 2^ 0 to*'*'
L' V N 1 0
Appendix 6» The Transition Amplitudes.
Note first that the expansion of the final-state 
wave-funotion into its component angular momentum states 
may be written as
for the triplet spin state, and
(a 6 . 2 )
for the singlet case.
Fm (jj is the projection operator for
the state "ST-1, ^-1 snd from a consideration of the
values of 5 in the various states of interest, we
arrive at
3f\(p) = ----— ^  —  (A6.3a)
fico = V  l r . % <A6,3b)
  ( A d . 3 d )
ffo = --  ^^  (a6.3o)
4 ; o
^  6-Jb.gr (A6.3f)
(A6.3g)
From (a 6«X) we see that we are Interested in terms 
of the form
-  &(*J (a 6.4)
which yield# for the above cases the following résultat
K.'b. . (,6.;.)
(A6.5b)
k",») = a M  -5,^ 'S.a (a 6.5«)
o
kjj e +f - S'S.^ S.A k 4
Kg' = -é-^'y-/ + ^ ^ ^ S . A , ^ )  (A6.5f)
3 o
Writing the deuteron wave-functlon ae
- t w  ' ^  ^  7 - x r  (a 6.«)
46fc ^ OS ^
and incorporating the résulté of the preceding equations,
we obtain after integrating over angle
<f)w)0 = <ffln'lôe, * (A6.7)
where z +
ocr N
- W i r
^ -2 je* ' f 1 - 3.  ^ ^  ^j C «-o O^yj 3 ^
o
>»o
“^ ^•e O',, C /y dLf
^ V *® ^ f 4^ ! - 2. # Çj,
E' ^  A" t - ^  5 Î ^ c#)fa. ^ E
JL /
f pk ^  ^ (Lf -V f&. V ^  ^  A* ^
" S' ^ A ;  - 6 s. ? 5 -y E- A 1 ■*- 5. ? 5.jé
-f-S/
S U k (&?)*'. C4v)''L
#4
I I* { '^ oCA'J (4^<2y) dff
^ u.^jou]?cr
w  ^  ( 4  - a
-%w*^ ^
CSLir)’'*- /6. iS
I  . « " '* • ' [g - ': ’ î  ^gr-v? -^i
g - vS.i 3jr
-■• f 5 . (^ - t j  k.k.'è.(^ .folp î2~ Ty44)êlk‘^ t)^ :è4''t) i.$>‘h t
^ \ C - -T « '  ^SLl^k l>- I
^ k b  5.<? A I -^ 5. f ^^"1-*. C
-y  ^ E ^bcvj ‘ci^iC'vj ^
- <" ^ lA^-jl? f' g - 2. jÉ- ^  Î .V 2. Î 2 .jér
- A  [SX^-O 5 .(^ .g)]
■'■Sr ^ ^l>’'t)ls-k •*■ 2-(^fi") ^  t ^  ^  ^  t)
,(î"-i‘"')(it«i)(^,(^)C"if'-%*'»'”3'”'^
tJ^
■‘l ^ ’î ^ ÿ v  ( f ■ y  fà ^ -r eti V 'X,'*
v j .
SL
The above equations may be recast into the form (13*3) 
(13.6) by straightforward vector algebra.
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SUMMARY
The thesis is divided into three parts. In the 
first part, a general survey of the two-nucleon problem 
is given, with particular attention paid to those aspects 
which impinge directly on the photodisintegration of the 
deuteron.
In the second part, we consider the conventional 
theory of deuteron photodisintegration, with the radiative 
interaction being taken as given on the basis of the 
gauge invariance of the non-relativistic Hamiltonian 
for the two-nucleon system. Differential cross-section 
and polarization formulae are presented, and a discussion 
given of previous calculations in this field. New 
calculations are carried out using the Garmnel-Thaler 
type Y.L.A.M. phase parameters obtained in the analysis 
of Broit et al.
The transitions considered are
1. Electric dipole
2. Magnetic dipole spin-flip
3. Electric quadrupole
3 3 3
3 3 1 14, Magnetic quadrupole spin-flip ( 0^)-- >
3 3 3 3The Pg - F2 coupling is included, but the and
• -'Gg coupling neglected. Wherever possible.
phenomenological wave-functions are used, and where this 
is not feasible, they are calculated from a suitable 
Gamme1-Thaler potential* Differential cross-sections 
and polarisations are obtained for photon laboratory 
energies up to I30 MeV, the calculations being carried 
out both for a and 6% deuteron D-state probability# 
Finally the results obtained are compared and contrasted 
with those of previous calculations, and both sets 
compared with experiments#
In the third part of the thesis, the calculation 
of the matrix element for deuteron photodisintegration 
by dispersion relations is considered# There are twelve 
invariant amplitudes# The covariant form of the transitic 
amplitude is related to the non-covariant (Pauli«*matrix) 
formé which is further related to the individual multipole 
transition amplitudes# The Born terras of the covariant 
amplitudes are derived, and the dispersion relations 
written down in energy for a fixed difference in the 
photon-proton and photon-neutron momentum transfers.
It is necessary to use this rather than a fixed momentum 
transfer, in order to exhibit explicitly all the poles 
in the dispex'sion relations.
The dispersion relations contain integrals over
both positive and negative energies, the latter arising 
from the crossed diagrams for which the imaginary part 
of the amplitude is related to processes such as the 
radiative absorption of an anti-nucleon by a deuteron, 
and to the structure of the deuteron through the anomalous 
singularities of the d-np vertex* Those complications 
are ignored, and we retain only the pole terms and the 
integrals over positive energies*
The relations are restricted to dipole and quadrupole 
transitions, and by considering the relations at two 
different ^-momentum transfers”, equations are obtained 
explicitly for the individual electric dipole and magnetic 
dipole spin flip transition amplitudes* The equations 
are solved in a low energy approximation in which the 
final state n-p rescattering cut and single pion exchange 
cut only are considered, for the two cases of the Y.L.A.M* 
and Signe11-Marshak phase-parameters. The results
obtained are compared with those obtained in part two 
of the thesis.
